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MSU President Curtis
attacks CHE's plan

S

for education funds

In a recent !nailing to Murray
State Alumni, university president Constantine Curris attacked
the Council on Higher Educatitm's
ndhiengpparnopo
fuT
ifsaalCcepted by Gov.
1
John Y. Brown Jr. will be
presented as part of the state
budget package to the General
Assembly on Thursday. If the
governor rejects the proposal, he
will present his version of funding
for higher education institutions
when he appears before the
legislative bodies.
What follows are the questions
put before the president by Dwain
McIntosh, assistant director of information and public services at
MSU and Curris' responses.

What exartl, IS the _mission
model for funding state universities in 198243and 1983-4 and why
has it been getting so much attention lately?
The staff of the Council on
Higher Education has devised a
new strategy for funding Kentucky higher education, which it
has labeled a "mission model."
This new strategy changes the
priorities for our universities. The
Council staff wants to place less
importance on the Support of
teaching and learning, and to increase funding for research,
medical centers and administrative support. Under the
plan, about $3.5 million would be
taken from universities such as

Murray, Eastern, Morehead and
Western which put primary emphasis on the teaching-learning
function and these dollars
redistributed to the state's two urban universities.
Is any attention given in the
mission model to the restoration
of higher education dollars that
have been reduced because state
revenues have not measured up to
estimates?
Unfortunately, no. All universities, as well as other state agencies, have thad their budgets
reduced because of the shortfall in
state revenues. The state appropriation for Murray State has
been reduced $2.45 million. Expenditures must be reduced when

revenue falls short.
However, what the Coinnzil on
Higher Education is doing is most
unfair. Its proposal does not call
for any restoration of funds. In
fact, the Council staff has recommended we receive less money
next year 1982-83) than the
Legislature appropriated Murray
State for this year, despite the fact
that we serve more students and
double-digit inflation has hit us
hard....
Is the staff of the Council on
Higher Education biased against
the regional universities?
I would refer you to the
statements of Dr. Roert R. Martin, state senator from Richmond,
(Continued On Page 2)
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-Leaders gavel opening session
of 60-day General Assembly
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP - LeMaster, D-Lexington and later in the week.
"I am ready to go if they are,",„
House Speaker Bobby Richard- Richardson.
Dr. Richard Landon of the Trini- Wright said Monday during a
son, D-Glasgow and Lt. Gov Martha Layne Collins gaveled the 1982 ty Baptist Church of Lexington quiet lull in his office.
Records of the Legislative ,
was to give the invocation and
General Assembly into session
benediction, while jazz sax- Research Commission show there
shortly after noon today.
The legislature began its 60-day, ophonist Clarence e`Duke" -were a total of 746 meetings of inMadison, who played it Kenton's terim legislative committees,
biennial session with the usual formalities, which included ad- funeral in November, was to pro- ;their subcommittees and special
-task forceeandeommissionsdnr--ministering the oath of office to -videmusieniseleetions.
Brown was expected call a _ing the last interim. _
the lawmakers and the formal introduction of more than 200 pre- special election Jan. 25 to fill Ken- - That compare,- with 459
TAKE OATH - Members of the Murray City Council were given the oath of office Monday by District
- Kenton's widow, meetings during -ttw kiWcbst
ton's SOL .
filed
bills.
Judge David Buckingham (second from right). Council members are, left to right, W. R. Furches,David Hill,
Carolyn, is the favorite to replace before the 1980 session.
for
A
memorial
service
special
J. H. Nix, L. D. Miller, Mac Fitts, Tommy Sanders, Keith Hays, Ruby Hale, Steve Sammons, C. C. Lowry,
The legislators, who have until
him.
John E. Scott and Howard Koenen. Presiding at the.meeting was Mayor Holmes Ellis who was sworn in former House Speaker William
the opening day for- April 15 to conclude their
After
two
Kenton,
died
who
months
ago
-,
Thursday by Circuit Judge James M. Lassiter.
StaffPhoto By Gene McCutcheon
malities, the legislature is in a business, are expected to be preof a pulmonary embolism, was set
good position to get down to work occupied in the early stages by
for 3 p.m. in the House chamber.
following its busiest interim on redrawing the state's congres-Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. headed
sional and legislative districts in
record.
the list of speakers at the service.
All of the committee line with the 1980 census.
Others included U.S. Sens.
The lawmakers will also be
Wendell Ford and Walter "Dee" assignments and chairmanships
have been announced and a com- presented with Brown's proposed
Huddleston; former Gov. Julian
mittee meeting schedule worked two-year budget later in the week
the municipal aid fund starteaL Koenen, chairman, Steve Sam- Carroll; Justice Robert Stephens
By GENE McCUTCHEON --- - and
Both LeMaster and Senate and will hear a joint budget and
out.
Court;
Kentucky
Supreme
the
3f
mons, Mac Fitts, J. H. Nix, Tom--with $5,500•
Floor Leader Joe State of the Commonwealth
Editor
Majority
Joe
Tern
Pro
Senate
President
—
"There are not many areas of my Sanders and Keith Hays.
Wright, D-Harned,indicated there message from the governor
• Public Works - Lowry, chair- Prather, D-Vine Grove; House
Initial approval of action chang- choice in this budget," new Mayor
could be committee meetings Thursday night.
ing the fiscal year for Murray city
Holmes Ellis said. "Wive ear-- man, William R. Furches, Ruby Majority Floor Leader Jim
E.
John
BM'
Hale,
Dannid•
Scott,
government'web approved at a
marked more reserve for the
special mee nritnithicitY couiell--atreetdepartment andalitililess and L. D. Miller.
• Budget and Financo.--Lowry, .
Monday.
•
--44--theyadiee--department," he
-Kentucky--sheilffs-tell
chairman, Miller and Koenen.
The council, meeting- for the said.
appointalso
Ellis
announced
first time with five newly-elected
C. C, Lciwry,-Chairman of the
members,gave initial approval to council's budget and finance corn- ment of council representatives to
an ordinance establishing-Mar- --mittee, told his fellow members other local agency boards. They
ray's limit, -year-from-the budget is tight but includes a
There now is a large variety of
..
weekend.
By SY RAMSEY
.- -.
•Parks Board - Sammons-and- - ---June 30. The change-will take of- seven percent salary increase for
ranging as low as $2amiissufees,
.
call
a
With
topped
was
list
The
Associated Prose Writer
•
- ,
feet this-year. • city e lo ees. "With the_present Hayes.
for a witneW
summons
a
-/lie
fees.'"
sheriffs
--mg
"realistic
or
f
--:--z
-(AP)
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
•Seior CitfeenslWaltr-1- Ili .
E -connection with the fiscal financia si uatiOn Of the city it's a
$10 sheriff's
standard
a
for
-asked
no
lost
Kentucky
sheriffs
have
Xoning
.
ant
ig4
l
'P1anal•
council
the
approved
change,
year
Also sought brae sheriffs is a
criCwatineresiaeTiiiiintifitid:
time in telling the 1982 legislature fee in each counly on all civil and $20 fee for the first three hours of
a budget for the first six months of
Ellis issued an executive order Commission - Fitts. what they want - and as ex- .criminal papers, regardless of court bailiff work instead of the
• Electric Plant Board - Nix.
1982. The gcneral fund portion of
naming Lowry acting mayor. The
• Murray State-City Council pected, it's more money and - where served in the county.
the budget totals $874,352 with an
$10 they now receive, plus an addiappointment authorizes Lowry to
"This $10 fee will include
authority.
- Miller, Lowry and
committee
$212,099
corning from
additional
preside during council meetings
tional $5 an hour after that.
A nine-point platform outlined mileage for serving these papers
federal revenue sharing and
and fulfill the duties of mayor in Sammons.
The association said sheriffs
trips
of
Prior to the beginning of Mon- by the Kentucky Sheriffs Associa- regardless of the number
$50,000 from state municipal aid.
Ellis' absence.
realize that the fee system
"fully
it takes to serve the papers," the
The general fund realized a carEllis also announced committee day's meeting, the council tion was released Monday.
is totally inadequate to offset risExecutive Director Ray Stoess association said. "In many cases ing inflation."
ryover of $15,000 from 1981. The assignments for council members were given the oath of
office by District Judge David said the proposals were approved it takes four or five trips to serve
revenue sharing fund had $42,000 members.They are:
(Continued On Page 2)
unanimously during the holiday one paper."
• Public Safety - Howard Buckingham.
in it at the beginning of the year
•

•
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- New officials meet for first time,
approve budget,fiscal year change
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assembly - ..„ ._, . ,
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Tuesday Jan.5
First day of 1982 General
Assembly.
Noon - House and Senate
convene. House and Senate
chambers, Capitol.
3 p.m. - Memorial service
for the late House Speaker
William Kenton. House
chamber, Capitol.

at commerce-tourism center
' By MATT SANDERS
News Editor
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FRONT DOOR'S FRONT DOOR - The new chamber of
commerce-tourism center, located on U .S. 641 Nortlroarned Monday. Bill Teuton, executive vice president of the chamber, said the
facility will be the front door to the community.
Staff Photo By MattSanders

Bill Teuton should become accustomed to his new surroundings
in a hurry.
The executive vice president of
Adurray-__Ceilo.way County
d-V4Iiinifigg foresees
-some long work days ahead as he
and his staffs move into the new
chamber of commerce-tourism
center, located at the U.S. 641
North (north of Iiiihway,121) ento town.
want it to be a showplace for
the community because it is the
front door to the community,"
Teutoesaid Monday as he spent,
the first day in his new office.
The 2,400 square foot wood
structure will house the chamber,
tourism commission, industrial
foundation and newly-created
Murray-Calloway County
Corp.
Economic
new' group, a non-profit
The new
agency still in formation stages,
will be in charge of finding an occupant for the remaining portion
of Murray's Tappan plant.
The building contains Teuton's
office, a tourist information room,
work room, kitchenetteconference room, guest office,
reception area and main' Conference room ( which will accommodate up to 50 people) on
one floor, Teuton said.
"I'm thrilled to death," Teuton
added as furnitare was being
delivered Monday. "As far as I'm

Funds for the project were proconcerned,for a town this size this
is the-best facility hi the South. It vided by a grant through the Purcan compare in quality to any size chase Area Development District
with the cooperation of the city
town.
county and efforts from the inand
"Everyone will be extremely
pleased and proud of the facility dustrial foundation and tourism
as a front door to the community." commission,Teuton said.
He stressed the building was
The Murray logo, a horse in the
--center of a circle, Kite placed on done "without cash-- ionations.
the building and the Community -Much of the work on the building
Improvement Volunteers are.-was donated to the chamber,
working on a sign to be placed by Teuton added.
Mostly sunny, breezy and
The chamber, formerly located
the building, Teuton said.
warmer today with highs in the
Much landscaping is planned for in the Woodmen of the World
upper 40s to low 50s. Increasing
warmer weather. The chamber of- Building, will pay the same rent in
cloudiness tonight with lows
ficial said shrubs and trees will be their new location, Teuton said. It
around 40. Mostly cloudy with a
planted, land will be leveled and has a 50-year lease with the city,
chance of showers Wednesday
sewn with grass, an entrance-exit owner of the land.
with highs in the mid to upper
With the exception of filing
will be placed On the north end of
the building, more parking spaces cabinets and recovered chairs in
Thursday through Saturday:
will be added and picnic tables the large conference room, all furA chance of rain or snow Thursnishings are new, Teuton said.
will be installed.
day and partly cloudy Friday
"This is an example of the en- Many of the furnishings were oband Saturday. Highs will be
thusiastic pride in the communi- tained below cost, he added.
mostly in the 30s and lows will
Lou Huie will continue as office
ty," he added.
be mostly in the 20s,
The guest office will be manager. Receptionist will be
available to all agencies occupy- Regina McLeod.
Industrial recruitment again
ing the new building. Also,
representatives who will provide a will be a primary concern of the
One Section-12 Pages
service to the community will chamber,Teuton said.
5
"Kroger was a good start. Our
Aces
have access to the office.
6
Building Page
Teuton said Kroger officials goal is to get another company in
11
Classifieds
have made plans to utilize the of- the Tappan plant by the end of this
,
•
10,11
year," he added.
Comics
fice. 10
Other possible concerns include
Crosswords
The building also will be able to
4
Dear Abby
accommodate more than one proper facilities to accommodate
4.
people expected to visit the
Dr. Lamb
meeting at a time.
3
Garrott's Galley
As a director of the chamber of Johnston National Boy Scout
5
Horoscope
commerce, Dan Miller was in Museum, to be located at Murray
4,5,.,
charge of. thn construction of the State University,-and a program. --Local Scene
to enhance settioineakat retired '.-Perspective
buildIfit"Willtli 7:began
8,9
people, Teuton said.
Sports
September.
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Clark named nationalsecurity adviser
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_

HAZEL OFFICIALS SWORN' - Calloway County Judge/
Executive George Weeks (right) administered the oath of office to
the mayor and city council of Hazel Monday night. From left, city
council members Hal Winchester, Joe Thompsom, Herman Guthrie,
Mayor Bill Hudson, Ron Robinson, Bracie Knight and Johnny Miller,
city council members,began their terms of office after being officially sworn in.
rdál
*
, Ale
StaffPhotoBig

By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan, opting for a national
security adviser with more
authority than he gave deposed
Richard V. Allen, is turning to a
Jong-time confidante with little experience in foreign affairs.
The president carried out the
first major personnel shakeup of
his administration Monday by
naming Deputy Secretary of State
William P. Clark Jr. to replace
Allen, whose resignation was
"mutually agreed upon."
At the same time, Reagith said
Clark, 50, would be given daily access to the Oval Office, something
Allen lacked.
Allen had reported to Reagan
through presidential counselor
Edwin Meese III, who coordinates
domestic and foreign policy.
Clark, a former California
Supreme Court justice, was
Reagan's chief of staff when

Reagan was governor of Califorma and is one of the most senior
members of the president's inner
circle. He planned to begin work
today in the same White House
basement office Allen used.
The president, in accepting
Allen's resignation, said no
evidence of wrongdoing had been
found in Justice Department and
White House probes of the former
national security adviser's conduct.
"It's rather unusual that someone who had been the subject of
a lot of rumors and allegations
over a long period of time could go
through a rigorous and meticulous
examination and be substantiated
in every -detail and still find
himself in a situation where his
resignation would be submitted
and accepted," Allen said.
Later, in an appearance on
ABC's "Nightline," Allen said he
had asked Reagan to reinstate
him MondargIersoOn.

U.S. action drayis complaint from Schmidt
WASHINGTON ( AP) - West
German Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt complained today that
the United States did not consult
with its European allies before announcing sanctions against the
Soviet Union as a result of the
Polish crisis.
Members of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee said
Schmidt raised the point repeatedly during a breakfast with them in
advance of his meeting with President Reagan.
Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind.,
said Schmidt made the "major
--'-point that he feels he has not been
eonsulted."
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., said
the West German leader'cited the
Kennedy administration's handling of the Cuban missile crisis in
the 1960's "where the consultation
was excellent and there was
uniform support."
. "In this case, there wasno con.
— ---,imitation and lack of uniformity in
support," Leahy added.
Sen. John Glenh, D-Ohio, said
Schmidt "repeated several times
during the meeting that he was not
consulted in advance and was expected to fall in.
- Schmidt has disputed Reagan's
assertion that Moscow instigated

theDec. 13 decree of martial law
in Poland and has shown no willingness to join the United States in
imposing economic sanctions
against Moscow,
Likewise, very few of the 15
member nations of NATO have expressed much enthusiasm for the
American action.
U.S. officials cautioned against
expecting any agreement from today's meeting, but made it clear
that Washington is counting on its
allies for support.
Said one senior official: "If
we're not to receive support from
our allies for the steps we've
taken, obviously this would be a
serious matter insofar as this
alliance
ours is concerned.
There's no question about that. I
don't think that's what's going to
happen."
Haig will loin other NATO
ministers in Brussels next Mon
day to discuss the Polish crisis
and assess the possibility of
developing an alliance-wide consensus.
The U.S. official, who briefed
reporters on the understanding he
would not be identified by name,
said Washington hoped fcrr
"parallel action from our alliek.
where possible" and

"complementary steps" in other
instances.
"But under any circumstances," the official stressed, "we believe our allies should
not undeccut the steps we have
taken against the Soviet Union."
Looming in the background of
the Reagan-Schmidt talks is the
threat of a widening NATO rift
over the sanctions.
"I think both we and the Germans are going to come into this
meeting fully conscious of the fact
that we have got to be careful not
to let what has been an issue
created in Poland by Poles and
Soviets become an issue of major
debate within the West," the official said. "I:think we both approach it with that point in mind."

-Mud hosed loliniTatan: unrelenting rainstorm'-esashed into
California homes while sleet chattered on Northeastern rooftops,
snow piled up in the Midwest, and
the South crackled with
thunderstorms and tornadoes.
At least 13 people died in
weather-related accidents Monday.
Up to 16 inches of snow fell on
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Eig,ht blacks,four whites
selected to Atlanta-jury
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(Contlimed From Page I) .•'..., some kind of consolidation or dinating financial requests and
who was quoted recently in the dowgrading of.Murray State's statewide planning. In recent -=,...-.
Courier-Journalas saying that the rote ,in kentiie.O. higher years, however, it has become a
,
large and self-serving
CounciLitiffivouldn't win any education?
laurels anywhere I could imagine
'- •
The mission model strategy, I bureaucracy with an operating
with their background, or their en: fear, is but the first step in an efbudget that has grown from
perience, or their lack of bias."
$480,000 in 1973 to more than $5 -fort by the Council to centralize
serious
would
,
How
the
mission
-.„
academic programs in the urban ...million today. It is one of, if not the
Nodes impact be on Moray universities and to demote thi---iastest growing agency in all state
Sial20and its sister institutions?
regional universities to college-- government.
The Council plan, together with ,status. The executive director of
We all know that bureaucracies
the major cutbacks in state and the council has already publicly
perpetuate themselves, even if
federal funding for Murray Stae, stated his plans to eliminate they are no longer needed. The
would severely damage • our agricultural programs at regional Council does not educate
University. If the Council's plans universities, to cut out many students; it serves no purpose exire enacted into law, we will be master's degree programs
cept to regulate the universities.
and
2onfronted with the most serious centralize them-in-Lexington, to
That regulation continues to grow - •'
financial crisis the Universityhas eliminate
funding for inter- to the point where the staff is
!aced in 40 years.... But most collegiate athletit-tirOgrams
assuming major control over-theand
significantly, the quality of educa- to terminate "unnecessari'
, pro- future of our University.
tion we provide our students will grams" at our universities.
I should add however, that the
be diminished.
In short, the future of Murray Council is a creature of the
...Murray State is an excellent State University, as we know
11,4* -legislature and ultimately it is our
university because we put our at stake.
elected representatives who must
.
primary empahsis on teaching
decide what.they want in higher _
What is the function of the Coon- education.
and learning. I think it is wrong
for the Council to try to build the cil on Higher Education and hdIr
-Curris ends-litr-atatement by
research stature of the two urban has it evolved into the type of asking all graduates and friends
universities by lessening the in- agency it is today?
of MSU to contact elected ofstructional stature of the regional
ficials, write letters to the editor
There has been a Council on
unversities.
inform local news medial ant
Higher Education in Kentucky
Are you coneerneftlhat the mis- since 193,4. In-its earlier years, it
topic of conversation
sion model may be a step toward served the state well by coor- . every opportunity.

Sheriff...

MARRIED/ONE SPOUSE WORKING

•••••••••
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ATLANTA (AP)- Jurqra_tho dispatcher at Atlanta's public
will consider whether Wiiise B. hospital, a former Detroit
Williams killed two young Atlanta
policeman, a hospital volunteer
blacks were ordered to court to- worker and a truck driver.
.. ,
day to be sequestered at a
Opening arguments froze-Wisconsin, smearing iiii
/
atikee downtown hotel during a trial ex- District Atturney Lewis Slaton
with its worst snowstorniiti_35 pected to last six to 10 weeks.
And fense rawyerf AkhOinder
years, rain pummeled Oh4o7,--imit .,.„,
andrr.Vielcome are to begin
A panel of eightblacklilnd four
snow forced schools to close- Fit 11Wednesday morning before Judge
Monday
whites
was
in
less
chosen
linois and Michigan.
Clarence Cooper.
Weathetmen estimated that 12 than half an hour after proWilliams, 23, a black free-lance
si3cutors
and
defense
lawyers
inches of rain fell in a 24-hour
photographer, is charged with
period near San Francisco. North- spent five days narrowing a group' murdering Nathaniel Cater, 27,
•
bound traffic on the Golden Gate_ of167 prospective jurors to 60.
and Jimmy Ray Payne, 21, two of..
jurors
Nine
are
women.
of
the
-Bridge was halted for four hours
28 young blacks whose killings:.
Of the alternates, three are black
because of the flooding.
over a 22-month period were in_- -. is. a black vestigated
In Seattle, where snow is rare, men and the other:
by a special police task mt
.
:,
-.woman.
the steepest streets were closed
force.
The panel includes twa sta‘ - No arrests have been made hr.—
Monday because of 2 inches of
',.-..thgother 26
slanbeittifIce. .__ ..:_,--:_-_entrinlOyees,AARAWimbiilance
„
,.
• . -. ........,-- ,..A
,..
.:41,_ rP...,
.44:
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High -Yield, Tax-Deferred

4

Allen was placed on administrative leave with pay Nov.
29 pending the outcome of the investigations into his acceptance of
$1,000 from Japanese journalists
and three watches from Japanese
friends and errors in his govern-.
ment financial disclosure forma.
Moments after -Allen . left, the
White House, Clark -1- -met -with
reporters.
•
"As the president has directed,I
report directly to tilt presidenton
a daily basis or more often as the
issues of the day nfight.require,"
he said. Clark wouiplffs resume
a role exercised -s by ?bigniew
Brzezinski in the Carter7-01dministration and Henry A. **singer, who was Richard M. Nip
on's national security adviser.
But unlike Brzezinski and Kissinger, Clark brings only a year's
experience in foreign policy to his
White House post.
His nomination a year ago provoked a 'storm of protest in the
Senate, and Sen. Joseph Biden, DDel., a member of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee,
said: "He doesn't know anythinq
about foreign relations."
,J
But one senior member of the
White House staff said over the

••
weekend that Clark's appointment
aa national security adviser would
demonstrate that the president
_felt that his performance over the
past year as deputy to Secretary
of State Alexander M. Haig Jr.
should have resolved any doubts
about his ability.
Asked about his qualifications,
Clark said Monday that it was the
president's role to determine
whether he was fit for the position,
which does not require Senate confirmation.
As the deputy Secretary of state,
Clark was an intermediary in a
'year of feuding between Haig and
Allen, apparently winning Haig's
confidence while serving as the offieial closest to Reagan in . the
State Departnient„
Clark said the confilet between
the seeretarrif state and national
security_ a*iser was inherent in
the structure of the jobs.
"I now must view the area of naitional security from a presidential
Letspeptive rather than from a
Statebepartinent perspective and
that that experience at the
prior, vantage spot will assist in
the teamwork we all know must
exist among the CIA, the Department of Defense, the State Department,"Clark said.
Clark's new job, near the top of
the government salary scale, pays
$60,662. He will direct the National
Security Council staff and "will be
responsible for the development,
coordination and implementation
of national security policy, as approved by the president," said
deputy White House press
secretary Larry Speakes.

At least 1-3 dead in accidents

Available January 1, 1982

-

Trying to minimize differences
between Washington and Bonn,
U.S. officials noted that both countries have pressed for a lifting of
martial law in Poland, the release
of jailed Solidarity leaders and a
resumption of the dialogue among
the government, the church and
thz union.
The U.S. sanctions included a
suspension of flights to the United
States by the Soviet airline
Aeroflot and a ban on sales of
equipment the Soviets need for
construction of a natural gas
pipeline to Western Europe.
The U.S. official who briefed'
reporfers indicated that the
United States would be displeased
if a NATO ally offered to sell
Russia pipeline equipment.

'It seemed that that was not
possible, precisely because of the
accumulation of what I considered
to be political circumstances,
psychological circumstances," he
said. "Having been cleared, the
best thing was to take whatever
burden might have been caused
by my inadvertence or oversight
away from the president."
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(Continued From Page 1) _ .
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It called for retention of - -term is over and not-be
, tossed out
sheriffs' authority to inspect out- for no reason."
of-state cars before trap*.01— Another plank calls for any
such vehicles. .
".:.ofieriff candidate to have at least
"There has been some. fonw years of experiencelii that
misleading information plitont-Orc field or a degree from a law enlate that Kentucky sheriffs-'were forceinent academy.
not interested in keeping this
Without Citing any reasons, the
practice," the association's state- association said the legislature
ment said without elaboration.
should pasfiflaw compelling the
Sheriffs now are allowed a $3 fee state attorney general. insteaa of
for this task, but at.least one state the state police to investigate any
police spokesman, testifying in wrongdoing by elective officials
favor of a proposed auto title law, anywhere..
has said the inspectiod requireAnd it addressed the issue of
ment often is ignored and the fee special deputies by saying it is
waiting.fOran opinion by the atpocketed anfirty.
The assodation also said it torney general on the validity of
wants to test the statute which the practice.
prohibits a sheriff from remaining
hEach tountf.would be in toil
in office as a'deputy after his four- disarray witiknut the speA,1
year term is over.
deputies that lire involved in a
.;
"The sheriffs!
„feet this is multitude of duties throughout the
ciscriminatory," the .3sabociation county," the association said.
said.
However, Attorney General
.*,3
,
It called forcliattivdeputies Steven Beshear's office said Monunder a merit e‘ n! service day that Jefferson County Sheriff
system "so
they can'continue Joe Green already has been inin the office after their four=year formed by letter about the matter.

The letter"said the- only legal
deputies in most counties of less
than 75,000 population are those
appointed to regular posts as set
out by fiscal court,
As for Jefferson County, according to the adviee, the number
is supposed - to .be fixed "at
reasonable amounts' by proposal
of the sheriff.
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FRANKFORT - Start of the General Assembly'
this week provides the legislature an excellent opportunity to gain its rightful place of equal responsibility and independence in our form of govern- meat.
For too long the governdt's office has had too
flinch power in Kentucky, sometimes for the good
and sometimes for the detriment of the public, as
has been shown again in the economic stress this
past two years.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., overall has done an excellent job of curtailing spending to live within the :constitution requirement of not operating at a
deficit.
Our form of government calls for the three arms
cf executive, legislative and judiciary to share the
responsibility. The executive branch is the managing operator; the legislative branch makes the rule
and the judicial branch is the referee so to speak.
The problem in Kentucky is that the legislature
has little if no power after it goes out of session.
Over a period of years the legislature has given
away too much of its power or control over the
fiscal affairs of government as well as giving the
executive branch almost carte blanc powers in
reorganization and day-to-day „od)eration of
government.
Gov. Brown has given the legislature a great
amount of independence, particularly as to itsown
operation-MIA ha has not tried to usurp any4ff its
power.'Brown has used the tools lefthim by former
governors.
He has made some mistakes as all others have,
but none on his mistakes or moves have been made
intentionally in a detrimental manner.
The point is that he could have used the counsel
and advice of some seasoned and experienced people in state government instead of listening to some
of his appointees with little or no experience in
government.
One of the examples of•peor judgment was the
wholesale firing of people by some departments to
meet a necessary reduction in spending. This has
caused unnecessary expense in hearings before the
Personnel Board and the reinstatement of fired
employees with back pay, as well as losing some
_
very qualified personnel.
The necessary reduction in spending could have..
been accomplished by normal attrition in the ranks,
of state employees. The records in the Personnot.
771
Department show thatthe state loses 21 to 24pã
cent -of- Its employees each year linquiteili' retirements,deaths and voluntary resignations. Another example is the wiping out of the Division
of Photogrammatery in the,,t Department of
Transportation. This was a division that past administrations have carefully nutured for aerial
photograghy in mapping highway routes, aerial
--1.:-....aurveys for the Department of Natural Resources
. • add ratinitoring ithip mining and fotte agriculture
'
'
AIIP department. ,
: Transportation Secretary Frank Metts apparentley arrived at the decision the department
was not needed. He abolished all of the postions in
the department which meant the firing of all per, Simnel and sold the equipment. If Metts asked the
advice of anyone-or the legislature, no public mention was made of it.
The department was recognized as one of the best
"
in the U nited States.
Some of the personnel got jobs in other depart' Ments, but many went into private employment and
the equipment was sold at used prices which meant
a financial sacrifice.
Maybe the Brown Administration got caught up too much in the slogan of "running government like
;
a business"
The Metts action is just too much power to granta
man inexperienced in state government. If he consulted anyone, it must have been the governor, for
no news was released until the order for scrapping
the department was made.
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Christmas sort of came early in
East Germ anonth assy in
1981 for Lucy Lilly, 500 South 16th
Washington, D. C.,They- were referStreet. Lucy retired not long ago
red to a travel ageneTtn Vienna, Va.,
after 22 years teaching home
operated by English-speaking
economics at Murray High School.
representatives of the East German
All her life, she had yearned to visit
government.
the birthplace in Germany of her
Soon they had their visa applicafather. He had been brought to this
tion materials. These cost them $39
country in 1861 as a child when his
for each of them -simply for the apfather migrated to America and setplications. They had no guarantee
tled in Kentucky's Simpson County.
either would be approved. Nor, was
They had come from a rural comthe $78 refundable.
munity near Plauen, an industrial ciThey were required to give the purty in what is now Communist-- pose of the visit, their ages, the dates
controlled East Germany. Many of
they would be in East Germany and
her relatives - descendants of her
their occupations. They also had to
grandfather's brothers and sisters list the birthplace and addresses of
still live in the area.
those in East Germany with whom
Although she had corresponded
they would visit. And,everything had
with some of them periodically, it
to be submitted in five copies.
.was about a year before her retireThey could bring a camera, they
ment that she and husband George, a
were told, but no pictures of military
retired professor of industrial educainstallations or other sensitive areas
tion at Murray State, decided to try
would be permitted.
to make her wish a reality.
All was approved in due time, and
It is not unusual for Americans to
they went to West Germany in midvisit East Germany, but this generalAugust where they spent four days
ly is done with a tour group - going
with friends in Biankenheim before
specific places and seeing certain
making the crossing into East Gerthings. To go in, stay several days in
many for their planned 5-day visit.
•••
the homes of people who live there
and then come out-- all on your own
On Aug. 27, George's birthday,.
- as George and Lucy did, is
they caught a train at Nurnberg for
uninnua
Plauen, where they were to meet
= •••
some of Lucy's cousins with whom
Theft' first Move was to write the
she had corresponded but never seen.
et _I.:,
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Thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
In these days of expensive oil, coal once again is
an important factor in the Kentucky economy. But
the fact that Kentucky produces a relatively cheap
ei.ergy res ees not-mean-that the "ordinal"
- people of our state necessarily benefit.
This point is well made In Harry M.Caudill's boOk
.A Darkness at Dawn Appalachian Kentucky and
- -the Future (1976). He writes that James Madison
• once said that "knowledge governs ignorance" and
dadison was right
...people • who know the Ks:dinky lend
dominate the state while people who have
never taken the trouble to understand it pay
the taxes. The real masters of this Commonwealth sit in the boardrooms of huge coal,
steel, oil, gas, rail and chemical corporations.
If Caudill is correct, is it possible to separate
• business from politics, as the present governor
▪ claims to do?

R. Gene McCutcheon
Editor
The Murray Ledger di Times is a member of - —
Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by The Murray Ledger &
and other AP News.

Looking back
Ten years ago
James Lawson had been named
coordinator of Murray-Calloway
County Vocational School by Kentucky Board of Education, according
to Fred Schultz, superintendent of
Murray Board of Education.
New Rotarians pictured were Buel
Stalls, James Fortner,
Pete
Waldrop, Marshall Jones, Dewey
Yates, Gene Schanbacher, Ed Shinners, Palmer Peterson and Kenneth
C.Imes.
rirentirpearssee
foe Pat James was serving as
campaign director for 1962 March of
Dimes fund. Mrs. Billy Thurman was
Mothers March chairman and Mrs.
Clark was chapter chair
Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat Middle Tennessee Blue Raiders 83-61. Jim Jennings got 30 points for Murray.
Thirty years ago
PFC Bill Hampton, son of the Rev.
and Mrs. M. M. Hampton, was stationed in Korea.
Area Methodists planed an instructional training school Jan. 20 at First
Methodist Church, Murray.

By John Cuniff

-

NEW YORK(AP)-Trade restriction in world trade. --tions against the Soviet Union, such
Things aren't likely to improve
as those announced by President
very rapidly either, because Western
Reagan, can hurt them, but they can
Europe, with which the United States
damage U.S. economic interests too,
has a trade surplus, will seek to boost
if only in a small way.
its economic recovery in 1982 by exExports are a top priority for any
_porting to the United States.
economy-with a balance of payments
All this, it appears, is helping to
problem or, in fact, for any economy
develop sentiment for restrictions
seeking to regain Mt stragth. And
against imported products, despite
the United States has lost conthe widely accepted notion that in the
siderable strength this year.
long run restrictions lead only to furImports, for example, now account
ther economic deterioration.
for one-quarter or more of U.S.
Economic sanctions against the
domestic steel and automobile
Soviet Union, therefore, may hurt
markets, and the trade deficit iorthe-- that nation, but they can hurt the
year may exceed the previous high of _ United States and the value of its
$42.36 billion in 1978.
-..dollar too by making it more difficult
While there are spetial factors in— to reduce the foreign trade deficit.
that deficit, such as the tripling of imIn all, the new restrictions may
ported oil prices since 1973, there is a
amount to less than 10 percent of the
warning too that the United States
more than $3 billion a year of
has been losing its competitive posiAmerican exports to the Soviets, but

every little bit hurts or helps when thin pipelaying equipment from
the problem is as persistent as the other nations? Should they succeed,
deficit. After reaching that record- critics will complain that Caterpillar
high in 1978, it fell only to $40.37 Tractor Co. needlessly lost $90
billion in 1979 and then to. $36.36 million in sales and that employees,
billion last year. Through November already affected by layoffs, lost hundreds of thousands of work hours.
of this year it had already climbed
Economic sanctions can be costly,
back to $38.4 billion.
especially
when measured in terms
Prospects aren't good either. On
Christmas Eve, Chicago's Continen- of dollars and manhours lost, and
when they produce other consetal Bank issued an analysis that projected a trade deficit of close to 850 quences that run counter to dearly
billion for 1982. Until late in the year, sought domestic goals.
That President Reagan is willing to
it said, no contribution to the US.
economy can be expected from the use them suggests the extent of his
foreign trade
-- -concern over the Soviet's role in the
In the past, for example,the Soviet military repression of rights in
Poland.
Union managed to obtain grain-from
other countries after the ITS:embargoed shipments, but U.S. farmers
suffered because the resulting
© 1982 McNauM S ed. Inc
surplus drove down prices.
Will the Soviets now be able tool-

Today in history
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 5, the fifth
day of 1982. There are 360 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 5, 1949, President Harry
Truman labeled his administration
the "Fair Deal" in his first State of
the Union message.
On this date:
In 1762, Czarina Elizabeth of
Russia died and was succeeded by
Peter 11.
S :Iirlines began routine
In l97i
scanning of passengers with elec-

troriic weapons-detectors following a
big increase in the number of hijacked planes.
In 1976, South Africa permitted
television after years of resistance on
grounds that TV might be morally
corrupting or promote racial integration.
And in 1978, while visiting Normandy, France, President Jimmy
Carter said the United States was
determined that Europe's freedom
never again would be endangerd.
Tcn years alto: President Nixon
approved development of the space
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Trade restrictions may hurt U.S.economy
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All those bound for Plauen,some 30
quired to buy extra round-trip tickets miles into East Germany, were refrom Gutenfurst to Plauen at $11.90
quired to travel in the same car. Two
each.
other ladies were. in their compartment- one an East German return•••
ing home and the other a West GerAs the train approached the border
man going into East Germany to visit
crossing point, even more inspectors
family or friends.
appeared, each with a case strapped
At Gutenfurst, near the border, a
in front and with a lid that let down to
one-hour stop was scheduled to perform a writing surface.
mit inspectors - four of them - to
Amid all the chatter in German,
check passports and search the comLucy and George watched the two
partments.
other passengers in their compartOrdered in rapid, gruff German to
ment and did what they did. After
vacate theirs, Lucy and George watmany guttural, incomprehensive
ched nervously as the four - all
comments and impressive stamping
young men - brought in a short ladof documents, they were cleared for
der upon which to stand while they
entry into East Germany.
pushed up the ceiling panels and
"The two ladies in the compartsearched that area in addition to
ment seemed scared and cautioned
looking under the seats.
us to keep silent by putting a finger to
During the search, a woman oftheir lips," George said. "We did
ficial swept into the compartment,
notice, though, that we were better
gathered up all the free world
treated by the officers than were
newspapers and left without a word
those from West Germany or their
of explanation.
own people."
Somehow they missed the Lilly's
After this drawn-out checking
copy of "Readers Digest," and no efroutine had been completed, the train
fort was made to check their luggage
resumed its trip to Plauen, and the
or shoulder bags. These were never • red of the trip was uneventful for the .
checked,coming or going.
- two Murrayans.
At this point, they learned for the,
In Thursday's column, I'll try to
first time that their first class U-Rall
describe, as Lucy told it to me, the
Pass, which was good for travel all
emotional meeting with her kinfolk
over free Europe, was not valid in a
behind the Iron Curtain and tell you
Communist country. They were resomething about how they live.
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shuttle.
Five years ago: Syria said it would
relax restrictions imposed on its 4,500
Jews.
One year ago: Despite the opposi(ion of President-elect Ronald
Reagan, the Selective Service began
registering teen-agers born in 1962
for a military draft.
Today's birthdays: King Juan
Carlos of Spain is 44.
Thought for Today: "Vanity plays
lurid tricks with our memory." -Joseph Conrad, novelist, 1851-192-1).
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J aisi,,tr .t 1982
141 succeasful management consultant, haft the worist. ran, of
1 havt, i•vo,r rialiiiiitere•I' I t.A nit .1 proleassonal
.myself, I am worried that my firteitifs problem may mil Mir
mingle :IN well. --professionally and socially.
have polled my friends, and no one has come up with a
suitable solution. He ia such a lovely person and he muat be
told. But how? And by whom?
HIS FRIEND

Hazelco
has anniversary

Funeral Need Not

Neighbors, friends and
relatives stopped by durthe day to conDEAR ABBY: I'm a married woman (early 20s) and this g
problem concerns my best friend (I'll call her Lila.) We are gratulate the copple.
DEAR ABBY: "Confused in Indiana" wrote to say she like sisters. Lila has been going with the same fellow (I'll The couple was marwas "shocked" to learn that a friend went dancing the night call him George) for three years and they are practically ried Dec. 28, 1921, in Murshe buried her husband. You agreed, saying you thought it engaged. George's grandmother was sick in the hospital, so ray. They have resided in

•

,

* ••

Be a Grave Affair

was "inappropriate" for mourners to dance ao soon after
burying a loved one.
- Who do you think you'are to pass judgment in the first
-.place? That woman has the right to mourn her husband any
- way she wants to!
After my father was buried, we went to my cousin's house
where my father had spent many happy houni. He particu-lady loved the clubroom. Right after the funeral! went
there and found the jukebox playing and all the
.ielatives dancing and enjoying refreshments. On the chair
where my father had alwaps sat was a baseball cap made of
flowers. (Dad loved baseball.) That waa the only floral
arrangement that was not left at the cemetery. It was as
though my father was there watching everybody do what he
loved to do in life.
After all, Abby, haven't you ever heard of an Irish wake?
My family is not Irish, but not everyoiiiiiti
IN MARYLAND

-

•

.
-

.fIIF It

DEAR MERRY:I've had many surprises in my mail,
but one of the biggest was the number of readers who
wrote to disagree with me. You're right - everyone
has the right to deal with his grief in his own way,but
somehow, dancing the day of the funeral seemed
inappropriate to me. And it still does.

Lila went to see her and they wouldn't let her in because Calloway County most of
"family members only" were allowed to visit. It has caused - ew married life.
m
a terrible rift between George and his family. George sides
Their five children are
Iii
with
a and so do I.
Thomas Ratterree,
Loyd
Abby, don't you think they should have considered this
girl "family"? George's family say that as long as they are .Jr T-•mna, Fla., Rubean
not married, she is not family. George's grandmother died a
week later, and he is still on the outs with them.
LILA'S FRIEND
1O
DEAR FRIBNI): Since George's grandmother was
seriously 111, it is understandable that only familyre
members were allowed to visit. Lila should have
.checked before going to the hospital.
OhOliSin

.-

-

Tuesday,Jan.5
Murray Assembl

Cil./\PEL HILL, N.C.
ATLANTA:(AP) = The more
CONFIDENTIAL TO NAMELESS IN
educated the woman, the
If you're convinced you are hopelessly impotent, you more alcohol she is likely
are.
to drink, according to a
•• •
study financed by the National Heart, Lung and
Getting married? Whether you want a forma1 Blood Institute.
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing" The 10-year study also
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 I
afound that the more

19 Order of Rainb(
Girls will meet at '
at lodge hall.

Kappa Depart
Murray Woman's
will meet at 7 p.m.;
house.

They have nine grandchildren and 10 greatgrandchildren.
Out-of-town guests at
the observance included
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd T.
Ratterree, Jr., Tampa,
Fla., and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Wilkinson and a.
grandson, Dan Wilkinson,
Waterford, Mich.

-year study
Is acts

Murray TOPS (ti
pounds sensibly)
will meet at,7 p.

Health Centee

Alcoholics Mon
will meet at 8 p,

d ate book
new providence

•• *

Reading teacher
develops game

Western portit
Livestock and Exp
Center.

Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Rofterree

-Kathy Bass was hostess
for holiday luncheon
meeting of New Providence Homemakers
Club at her home Tuesday, Dec.8.
A potluck meal was
served followed by an exchange of gifts. Sunshine
friends for 1982 were
chosen.
Members present were
Iva Mae Allbritten,
Kathy Bass, Dorothy
Cook, Beth Falwell, Fonda Grogan, Dorval Hendon, Gail Herndon, Patsy
Pittman, Sylvia Puckett,
Opal Shoemaker and
Peggy Taylor.
Guests included Betty
Isbell, Keith and Becky
Dixon and children, and
David Bass. Several
children of members
were also in attendance.

na, Omaha, Neb.', spent
the holidays with the
Fairchild's daughter,
Connie Torretta and husband, David, St. Louis,
Mo.
They also visited Mrs.
Fairchild's sister, Jane
Sparks and herhusband,
Bill, and children while
there.
Also visiting with the
families were Steve and
Mark Fairchild of New
York and Matt Fairchild,
formerly of Omaha, now
residing in St. Louis.

sity, Provot, Utah.
Her degree was
.
granted at the close of fall
-term, Dec. 19. She was
one of 197 students to
receive Masters degrees.

Paula Foy

Paula Foy has returned
P-aa
• ••
to
her home in Houston,
self-addressed,
stamped
(37
long,
cents)envelope to:
Texas, after spending the
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd. educated the man, the
'
less he is likely to drink.
DEAR ABBY: A very close friend of mine, who is a Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
holidays here with her
The study, being conparents, Mr. and Mrs.
ducted by the DepartCleveland Foy, ,and her
ment of Epidemiology at
sister, Mrs. Steve Robert„Cording to package directhe University of North
By CECILIty.
son and family.
Carolina, is intended to
,tions and drain in a colFoy is employed with
BROWNSTONE
pack 57
examine the influence of
ander; return to the
an engineering firm,
Associated Press
saucepot, add the
education, social status
Cub Scout Pack No. 57 Clayton and Anderson, in
Food Editor
mushrooms and cover.
BEAVER DAM, Ky. Even so, some Of them and diet on blood
will
meet Thursday, Jan. Houston.
BUFFET SUPPER -In a medium saucepan (AP)- A game designed have adopted it for use in cholesterol and heart
7, at 7 p.m. at Carter
Turkey Pasta
disease.
•
--make a white sauce of thi to develop the vocabulary their own classrooms.
School.
Salad Bowl Orange Calge3 tablespoons butter;-; of school students may
parents meet
"Maybe I'm not as exIn general, people with
Inspection of uniforms
Coffee
—11our and milk; off heat Sean develop the ba nk ac- cited about it as I should more education tended to
will be a part of the proTurkey Pasta
stir in 1/4 cup of the count of its inventor, an be," she said. "It's kind eata more_ healthy diet„,_
Murray Preschool
gram,
according to a
have
Handy recipe to
Parmesan.
Ohio County school of embarrassing because according to Dr. Suzanne
Cooperative Parents will
spokesman.
pack
on hand when part of the
it didn't take that much to Haynes, an assistant proAdd to the spaghetti teacher.
meet tonight (Tuesday)
holiday bird is in the mixture with the turkey__ Lana Davenport do it."
fessor of epidemiology.
at
7 p.m. in the preschool
Donna Knight building.
freezer.
Davenport no longer
lagpr
and salt and pepper; mix developed the board
'IPounce package thin well. Turn into a buttered game TACHO (pronounc- teaches reading and is inIf you've lost a knob on
Deana Earl Knight of
M_ary Paterson, guest,
spaghetti
shallow 2-quart baking ed tack-o) two years ago volved in special educa- a pot or pan lid, use a
Mrs. Norman Klapp Murray received her speaker, will discuss
ki pound mushrooms; dish (about 12 by thy 2 in- because she felt her tion, kindergarten and in- wooden spool or a cork
with her son, Gene Fair- master's degree from "Discovering Nature
thinly sliced and sauteed. ches); sprinkle with the remedial reading service training for the and attach it with a bolt child, and his wife, Don- Brigham Young Univer- With Your Children."
in 2 tablespoons butter - _xemaining 3/4 cup students needed Ohio County Board of or washer.
3 tablespoons butter
Parmesan.
something to make their Education. 3 tablespoons flour
Her invention,
Bake in a preheated class work fun. After all,
3 cups milk
400-degrees oven until hot repetition of words may however, keeps growing.
102 cup grated _ about 20 minutes. be effective, but "kids get If all goes well, Tarmac
MILLER BOY
Parmesan cheese
Serve at once - do not bored with the same old plans to include more
and Mrs. Donnie
Mr.
4 cups cubed (about 34- reheat.
grade levelain the game.
thing," she said.
Miller, Rt'. 8, Benton, are
inch) cooked turkey
That's just money in
--• - ,Make% 6 servings of
After using TACHO in
the parents of a On,
Saltand pepper to taste-----4urkey tItd spaghetti with class, slag
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D. Travis Edward, born
noticed -1M- the bank ferflavenpart,
saucepot,
'
a
salamom
large
In . a
amount of provement in her 33, who has two children
contradistinction to the Prevents dizziness
DEAR DR. LAMB Thursday, Dec.31, at 3:32
•,-.--sc
-40ok----the spaghetti ac- -Bauce:
DEAR DR. LAMB students'attitude ana of her own. She gets a 10 have been having dizzy feel- adrenaline symptoms of
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heart
irregulari- need some information on
for the past two or sweating,
learning speed.The com- percent royalty on the ings
three weeks. I work very ties or rapid pulse and how to improve speech, I'm CountYIWO&
petition and rewards of wholesale price of 850 for hard in a bacon plant. Our nervousness.
The babrweigheA nine
_ - -only 16 years old but
each
game
sold.
pin-on badges for the winI am sending
The stutter badly at times. pounds one ounce and
line averages 20 to 22,000
TACHO can be played pounds of bacon in eight Health Letter number 18-8,
ners seemed to spark the
/
2 inches.
Sometimes I talk PerfectlY measured 211
interest of youngsters, several different ways, hours. My job is to keep the Hypoglycemia: The Low but then again I can hardly
They have two
Blood
Sugar
Problem,
which
straight
on
the
cardget
the
words
out.
At
meat
times
Davenport said.
Ms. Davenport said.
board and pick all the ends separates the two types of alter talking 1 am breath_ daughters Rashae,6, and
Markers can be moved and
Her classes had been
pieces from it. Some- symptoms and explains the -Isioakave a problem read- Bethany,2.
using the game for about on a board after a student times I pass out or almost management to you. Others _1ng now.I am a good student
The father, employed
who want this issue can send in school. I could do better
.
a year when a salesman iuccessfully defines or pass out.
Tucker's Automotive,
at
for
a
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with
a
long,
but
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I went to the- clinic
won't read orally or do ,,_ .. ,_,_for Tarmac Inc., a pronounces words. The glucose
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class.loDtuorftolerance test. It stamped, self-addressed rgeopoingrtstoohraalvley
,ioa
manufacturer of educa- same moves could be showed I have low blood envelope for it to me,in care mg my senior year 1 am farmer. The mother is the
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tional aids, saw it in ac- made after answering sugar. Please tell me about of this newspaper, P.O. Box
to do
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3Ed w ardiss.a
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fo1rmme:Deelgbnra
tion. The Ashville, N.C. correctly how many it. What food can I eat and 1551, Radio City Station, oral reports to pats so I.._ Grandparents are Mr.
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want to be prepared.
firm patented it and last syllables are in a word or the amount per meal? Am 1 New York, NY 10019
... I and Mrs. Joe Miller,
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to eat bananas and
DEAR READER
November TACHO went using a-ward correctly in allowed
apples? I'm 56 years old. better if you eat several understand your fnuaratian Lynn Grove, and Mr. and
6tl" Special h)r
on the market in different a sentence.
The diet the doctor gave me small meals rather than one
Mrs. Jack Edwards, BenPlayed like bingo, the doesn't help much. What to three larger meals a day. a
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trd
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Y
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• ,- teacher can call • out kind of meat can 1 ear
And you should avoid all thing for yourself. Stuttering
through six.
DEAR READER - To sweets and concentrated is a complex problem and I
Some of her fellow wordsand have the correctly
MILLER BOY
diagnose hypoglyas found in baked would urge you to get some
teachers have kidded her students cover them on cemia - low blood glucose starches
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
products. You can eat raw professional help from a
about the success, calling their cards.
(sugar) - you must demon- apples and perhaps other speech therapist.
Miller, 903 North 18th St.,
•'/ Con t Eat This Gcod
Th;sPric‘
There are 500 wotds in strate the low values at the raw fruit. You'll have to try
the game "TACKY.','
To be sure you get in the announce the birth of a
each TACHO grade level, same time a person has the out what works best for you. hands of one qualified to son on Monday, Dec. 34
Davenport said, with the symptoms. If you did not Use raw and leafy vegeta- help with your problem, at 1:31 p.m. at Murrayhave faintness or dizziness
write to the American
words selected by experts (your symptoms) while you bles.
Calloway County
Most meats are usually Speech-Language-Hearing
in education.
were taking the test, 1 doubt
Hospital.

Turkey pasta redpelisted

Shari t story—ts- easy
--relate to. She had never been
overweight until she_got-iiicirried-and settled into a routine
of late night cooking and
snacking. She had never
serfousfr -dieted before dnd-really didn't know hoW to except to starve. Shari knew
that if she didn't -get started
'on a diet, the weight problem
'
get worse-.-She
had to 6? sornetherig. TherVa
friend told her aboutttie Diet
Center - after 8 weeks on the
well balanced diet Shari lost
30 lbs. and 3214 inches and
shg never felt better.
So come on girls and guys start the New Year with a
resolution to lose that excess
weight to look and feel better
bout yourself.
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moting your
especially regardi
non, publishing and
ters. Evening is ron
CANCER
(June 21 ta July 22)
You'll find the
many problems
bothered you in
Home life and ro
terests prove satist.
LEO
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Despite a chang
you'll have a good
company of friend:
ones. Love blow)
late evening.
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This is a loam
career efforts. De:
prise interruption
—."--yotell-enjoy -both
and financial gain.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct. 22)
s
nitialplanern
but the outlook is
travel welroam
seek 4

,

213/4 inches.
They have another son,
Anthony Joseph, 6. The
father is employed at
Murray Electric System.
Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin Miller
and Mr-and ?ArsrHarvey.
Wallter. A great grandmother is Lennie Turner.
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PAUL NEWNAN
SAW' FIELD

"The Natural Way to Lose Weight!"

The baby; Lucus
Gregory, weighed eight
pounds and measured
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JOHN
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AYKROYD
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Wednesday,Ja
Overeaters Anor
will meet at 12:30
classroom two of Iv

Miller, bab
(Debra), Rt. 8, B
Benton

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.

Association, 10801 Rockville
Pike, Rockville, MD 20852.
Ask them for a recommendation for someone in your
area. You can send along
this colorful with your letter
if you wish.
Others who need to know
where to find a qualified
speech therapist or audiologist Can get recommendations from the same source.

4

Benton.

1

recommended for reactive
hypoglycemia as they contain no concentrated sweets
and because their fat and
protein content 11110W .11re -emptying of the stoniach.
At work you might get
some benefit from wearing
support hose or pressure
garments or bandages on
yout legs. That will prevent
blood pooling and sometimes

frog% 10 a.m,to3p.

12-31-81
Adults 131
Nursery 7
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Castleberry, ba
(Vicki), Rt. 2, B

Diagnosing hypoglycemia
_
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Special
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will be open as ft
Dexter at 9:30
Hazel and Dougla.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Dismiss
for new

Births

your diagnosis is correct.
Substitute less expen- These standards for the
are those recomsive chopped prunes for diagnosis
mended by the American
raisins in -cookies and Medical Association.
cakes.
Assuming your diagnosis
is correct I can say that
hypoglycemia can cause diz7:10,9:05 + 2:00 Sat—Sun.
ziness and - can rven cause
OINIKAN
fainting. The latter is associated with insufficient gluPROBLEMS_
cose in the brain cells, in
CHEW

1111

Comm

Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Rat- Fielder, Warren, Mich.,
DEAR FRIEND: He must be made aware of his terree, Rt. 2, Hazel; James Ratterree, Royal
problem by someone who cares a great deal about celebrated their 60th wed-'v Oak, Mich
.
:, Amy Wilkinhim. I nominate you! If you can't find the word.to tell
Dec. 28. sdn; Waterford, Mich.,
anniversary
ding
him that he needs to see a dentist and/or a physician
observ- and Brice Ratterree,,
about his offensive breath, send him this column. It The event was
would be an act of kindness. Trust me.
ed at their home. Murray.

By Abigail Van Buren
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Calloway
Hospital.
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Julia Lee Lane and
Phillip G. Poteet were
married Saturday, Dec.
12, at 11 a.m. in the sanctuary of First United
Methodist Chn.tcb,
Cookeville, Tenn. •
The Rev. Perry Parker
officiated at the triple
ring candiettght
ceremony. The third ring
was presented by the
groom to the bride's
daughter, Megan Lane
Thompson, as a token to
symbolize love and family unity.
Music was presented
.by Eugene Johns,
vocalist, and Mrs. Louis
Johnson,pianist.
The bride is the
daughter of Bruce and
Jane Lane of Murray.
The groom is the son of

Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

ppa Department,
.ay Woman's Club
fleet at 7 p.m. at club
Thursday,Jan.7
e.
---Coldwater Baptist
irray TOPS (take off Church Women will meet
ds sensibly) Club at 7 p.m. at church.
meet at 7 p.m. at
-th Center.
Murray Women of
Moose will met at 8 p.m.
:oholics Anonymous at lodge hall.
meet at 8 p.m. at
tern portion of
Garden Department of
stock and Exposition Murray Woman's Club
er.
will meet at,1 p.m.at clati
house.
nior Citizens Centers
pter
be open as follows:
Xi Al
ler at 9:30 a.m.; of Beta Sigma Phi will
el and Douglas from meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis Center.
-10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Senior Citizens Centers
iidIy Ian I
will be open as follows:
rereaters Anonymous Hazel and Douglas from
meet at 12:30 p.m. in 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Ellis
sroom two of Murray- from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Phillip G. Poteet

George and Betty Poteet,
Cookeville.
The bride, given in
marriage by her father,
wore a floor-length ivory
gown of lace designed
with long sleeves with
lace cuffs, a Victorian
neckline highlighted with
a lace collar, and peplum
waist accented with matching satin sash.
She wore a headpiece of
ivory silk flowers with
satin ribbon streamers.
She carried a cascade of
red roses and holly with
baby's bre_alb and
stephanotis with. pearl
centers.
Mrs. Wayne Blackford,
Murray, was matron of
honor. The bride's
daughter was flower girl.

The attendants wore
forest green velvet gowns
accented with ivory lace
and baby's breath. Mrs.
Blackford carried a long
stem red rose and
Thompson carried a lace
basket of silk red roses
and red rose petals.
George Poteet, father
of groom, was best man.
Ushers were Barry
Solywoda, Vero Beach,
Fla., and Wayne
Blackford, Murray.
Candlelighters were John
and Andy Lane,
Cookeville, cousins of
bride. John .Lane was
.
_ringbearer.
Presidint al-the
registry were Mrs.Barry
Salywoda, Vero Beach,
and Penny Poteet,
Miami; Fla., sisters of

Mrs. Preston
groom
Lane, Cookeville, was
wedding coordinator.
Reception
A luncheon reception,
hosted by bride's parents,
was at First Tennessee
Bank, Cookeville, at
noon.
Out-of-town guests included Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Cassity, Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Blackford
and Elizabeth Blackford, z -Murray; Mr. and Mrs....a:.
Kent Youngblood,
Mayfield.
After a wedding trip to
_
Gatlinburg, Tenn., the
couple is now at home at
Brentwood, Tenn.
The groom's parents
were hosts for a rehearsal dinner at their home.
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G. CORN, JR.

Couple celebrates first anniversary

SAN JOSE, Calif.(AP) San Jose home. "She's she said,"and most of the sonal column to friends.
- Their romance started watched all the time. But patients I met were, well, She said it now appears
"It is a barren kind of
that one friend is going to
in the classified ads. we can just go around and they were babies."
criticism which tells you
Maas had a different marry someone she met
wonderIt's
made
ourselves.
be
marriage
Their
what a thing is not." problem: "You meet through an ad.
Page 1. And as they ful."
Rufus W. Griswold.
Although she was women, but a lot of them
celebrate the first anEAST
WEST
"I have no regrets,"
Declarer chose a fair line •K Q 10 9
84 32
niversary of their want- single and wanted to be are married, and not Mrs. Maas said. "Al
•43
of play to make today's 11 52
ad wedding, Al and married, Mrs. Maas available."
doesn't have any bad
*Q106
• _tricky game, but he didn't •J 9 3
The ad promised exten- points. None. He's a very
Maas 'say wasn't looking for a husSuzanne
3
4QJ10
4
5
9
1-81
A
•
Kirksey.
choose the best. Unforthey're planning a birth band when the want ad sive travel, visits to the good husband...couldn't
Its 131
SOUTH
Billy Joe Hale, Rt. I, tunately, the only thing that
caught her eye. She was symphony and ballet and have asked for anything
announcement.
6
J
#
the
sery 7
was
W.
bothered dummy
Almo, William
looking for her lost Gor- evenings filled with good better." The only sad
desperaof
AK
IP
7
1
10
out
was
It
NEWBORN
Holbrook, Rt. 5; Betty 1 minus score; he hadn't
•8 4 2
suc- don setters, Reno and food and wine. She called
a
Maas,
that
tion
alternabetter
the
noticed
part of the story is that
ADMISSIONS
Henson, Rt. 8; W. Eloise
K7
cessful but lonely hotel Bogie. Maas' ad was in Maas and made a date, Mrs. Maas never got her
istleberry, baby girl Kavanaugh, CR Box 118, tive play either.
Dummy's spade ace was Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: corporation president, the column next to the and on Dec. 28, 1980, they dogs back.
!ki), Rt. 2, Box 379, Hamlin; Anna Margaret
were wed.
and declarer led the
taken
placed an ad in the San one listing lost puppies.
ton.
Shankle, 503 Memorial, trump nine to his own 10. A North. The bidding:
"I'm quite sure this is
"We took the Concorde
Maas
and
his
future
San
and
Mercury
Jose
o
b
y Paris, Tenn.; Annie Jane
West
Hier baby
South
North East
low diamond was led to 1*
J.une
and
in
of
London
going
the
to be the best
tired
to
bride
were
a
of
search
in
News
Jose
Pass
1,
Pass
bra), RE. 8, Box 205, Rachels, E. Main, dummy's king and another
a month in uninterrupted series of
now
spent
Maas,
150
dating
game.
Pass
31P
got
1 NT
Pass
He
wife.
perfect
ton.
-Sharon,Tenn.
—trump went to declarer's 4111
Pass
Pass
Pass
replies and picked 58, had tried computer Europe," Mrs. Maas years in my life," Maas
DISMISSALS
- Jean I• Greer 31.
king. Another ow diamond
dating and photo dating, said. "We've been to said."They've started off Suzanne.
eve Lax, Box 24, New South 13th St.; Harley E. was led to dummy's ace and Opening lead Spade king
he had been married Mexico. We've been.,to that wet...as a matter of and
he
happy
very
are
Both
cord; Carol Sue Fox, Craig, Rt. 2, Hazel; Ruth a third round if diamonds
before. His wife, the Dutch Antilles. -W e fact, f- can't remember
twice
did.
bad.
and
luck
good
Shady Oaks; Teresa A. Bevill, Rt. 1, Henry, brought
dummy's last trump to dishad just about just got back from that." one argument we've had.
29,
now
Princess
like
feel
"I
wn Nixon and baby Tenn.;._ William S. Mur- The good luck was that dia- card a low club - making
She's so pleased with We have too many - •••
up
on trying to
given
the
all
without
luck
bad
Diana
the
split;
monds
four hearts.
, 835 Glendale; Justin dock,- Fern Terrace
way things have turn- positive things to do. 41the
men.
queen
meet
the
had
Maas
East
that
Mrs.
was
What if diamonds were publicity,"
3aker, Rt. 1, Hardin; Lodger Bertie G. Roberts
shifted
East
-UM-Ase—W7 There's ne-Atine•
West.
-out
the
of
ed
in
.•
a
instead
was
nurse
"I
intertelephone
a
in
still
said
could
Declarer
3-3?
not
lyn N. Hopkini4-fit-i, (exlirWKRUS..
to clubs and the defense was hope that East had the club view from the couple's intensive-care nursery," recommended the -par- - targue)."
careful, taking two clubs ace to hold Ofenders to only
and a spade for down one.
three tricks.
Declarer's diamond plays
• would have worked had
Bid with Corn
oven until a cake tester wire cake rack fOC.5
2 cup cut-up (the size
1
/
By CECILY
West been dealt three diainserted in the center minutes; turn out on
apricots
of raisins) dried
monds with the queen or if South holds 1-5-B
BROWNSTONE
comes out clean - 45 rack; turn rightside up.
of
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held
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East
chopped
cup
1
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minutes. Let stand on Cool completely.
clubs. Nevertheless, there
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Food Editor
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at kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
hand.
TEATIME FARE
Stir together thellour,
K7
PLANNING C Instead of winning the
_
111004
be? To find out what the (Oct.23 to Nov.
soda, salt and
baking
TO MARRY? Apricot Cake
say, read the forecast
You'll tie up the loose ends spade ace, declarer should
butter
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
Eggless and excep- spice. Cream the
a for your birth Sign.
of a financial deal. Real estate duck and allow West to win. North South
apthe
in
add
sugar"
and
i'lmes has adopted a deadline for publishing we
tionally delicious.
and investment matters are West switches to a diamond Pk_
keep to dummy's king and a low 30.,
but
favored,
2 cups fork-etifrad plesauce and
/
11
blend. Gradually add the
lock
confidential.
declarer's
developments
spade to
_All wedding accounts, whether with a photo of
all-purpose flour _
Ir. 21 to Apr.19) Er
forces West to win. Another ANSWER: Three hearts. 1 teaspoon baking soda flour mixture, beating
SAGITTARIUS
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
ime minor mix-ups can be (Nov.22 to Dec. 21) )
gently until smooth after
°diamond goes to dummy's North's change of suit at the '
41
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
,1•2 teaspoon salt
three level forces to game
.
dyed by day's end, but
Despite rapport with a close ace and the ace and queen
the
in
Stir
addition.
each
more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
office
applepie
142 teaspoons
'll have to take the
friend, you may show ex- trumps are cashed. Declar- so there's no danger in
apricots and nuts.
accepted.
be
qpice
suit.
heart
good
the
showing
dve. Rapport with friends cessive independence. You'd er's third diamond goes on
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed :
Turn into a greased and
--V4 cup butter
[esfor happiness.
be wise to join forces for a dummy's spade ace and a Send bridge questions
for a wedding article are available at t
to The Aces,
-inch
2
by
8
by
8
floured
sugar
JRUS
cup
1
to
low diamond is ruffed
lovely day togetlier.-•
P0.Boy 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
106 N. 4th St.
r. 20 to May 20) 1:$4c7 CAPRICORN
1 cup canned sweetened cake pan. Bake in' a —newspaper office,
1pf
split the suit. Now it's an with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
preheated 35e-degree
's seems that you'll come (Dec.22to Jan. 19) vsJ
easy matter to cross to for repTY
smooth a .lesauce
ahead in a complicated The day begins at a fast ••••••••••••••••••••
mess matter. Your per pace, then slows down, only to
siveness wins out over the pick up speed again later.
!ctions of others.
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•
--1., publishing and legal mat- popular now and will attract• &
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'. Evening is romantic.
•
623 South 4th Murray, Ky.
romance. Initiative gets you •
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what you desire.
732 Fairlarit
Prices Good 1-5-82 thru 1-11-82
ne2ltoJuly22)
PISCIM
MliRRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
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ou'll find the answers to (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) XC
S
,er
(502) 7534647
ay problems that had Work in private and behind•
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•
'wed you in the past. the scenes. Catch up on studitireilrenrerIs••ta-f-0-ne life and romantic in- and research. You'll gain the
Palmy •
sts prove satisfying.
increased appreciation of a
family member.
ly 23 to Aug.22)
YOU BORN TODAY work
espite a change in plans, well with groups, especially in
'II have a good time in the an advisory capacity. Avoid
wany of friends and loved making unnecessary changes
s. Love blossoms in the in your search for the right
Editor La Verne Tapp
!evening.
vocation. Your key to success
1 Lb.
EGO
lies in study and specializaChristmas is over for all of us here at Fern
ig.23toSept. 22)
tion. Though you get along
to
the
churches,
all
thanks
and
Terrace
his is a banner day for well with others, you are
friends, Civic Organizations, schools, and
eer efforts. Despite a sur- sometimes aloof. Philosophic_
merchants who helped make this year a great
ie interruption at home, In nature, you'd make a fine Christmas at-Fern-Terrace. A
'll-enjoy -both recognition- critic-of society and its
Our residents enjoyed all the fruit, candy
I financial gain.
Don't let a need for material
Lynn Grove Large
IRA
and visitors they had during this time. success cause you to shortpt. 23 toOct.
menor
creative
your
change
Our Christmas Party also was a night of en'dial plans may change, tal gifts. Acting, design,
-joyment for all and "Old Santa" was here to
the outlook is bright for writing, music, poetry and, -.tap off the night with helper by the name of
rel
ronmacc-Craative teaching will provide you with.
N commurchd worthwhile outlets for year '"Arthur Claus." In the picture is Santa Claus
and Arthur Claus talking with Miss Annie
talents.
Willis, who is 101 years old.
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Margarine
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-Potatoes
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Eggs

,

1110-13.,Tea Bog
Turner

—BREAKFAST SPECIAL
Egg, 1 Sausage,
Biscuit, and Gravy
Only 95`
FISH SPECIAL — .
Get $1 00 off Any

Fish Dinner
We at Fern Terrace want to wish all of you a
Happy New Year and we are looking forward
to another year of seeing all you wonderful
people who made Christmas at Fern Terrace
such a merry one for our residents.
Happy New Year from residents and staff
of Fern Terrace Lodge.

5:00 p.m. Til Close
Friday Only
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753-4477
Murray, Ky.

"1 atm. 309 N. I 6tts
"
Sun-Wade-11. Thurs-Sot.6-2

Pro-League

Milk

120.9114

G., $219

Pepsi,
Mt. Dew or

8 INK.
16 Oz.
Plus Deposit

39

Dr. Pepper
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stove or burner, and
burns from carelessness
when opening a stove.
All fires produce
creosote — a gummy
resin that results from incomplete combustion.
You can nIlltnimize the
creosote pr6blem by getting smo e up the
chimney fa4. "Don't run
any more stave pipe that
you need anctimieo your
stove hot for half an hour
a day," advises Chase.
Other factors contributing to creosote
build-up, according to the
U.S. Cooperative Extension Service, include
placement of the chimney
flue on an exterior wall or
outdoors where it will be
subject to constant cold,
using
nseasoned softwood, and burning wet
wood in a smoldering

fire.
Some Treosote will
form, no matter what you
do. But a hot fire made
with well-seasoned dry
hardwood will keep the
problem under control.
Clean your chimney at
least once a year with a
chimney brush or have it
done by professionals and
have the chimney checked by an expert from time
to time, advises Northeast Regional
Agricultural Engineering
Services in its publication, "Burning Wood."
The booklet is available
from Cooperative Extension Service offices in
most states for $1.25.
Proper installation of
the stove is a basic first
step. The place to start is
with the local building
department which can

By ANDY LANG
or steeproofed house. Be 50 centS - and a long,
AP Newsfeatures
extra careful when you stamped, self-addressed
Most people paint the select the color of the envelope to Knowhow,
outsides of their houses shingles on your house, P. 0. Box 471, Hunwth colors that please since you will have to live tington,NY 11743.)
them. Which is as it - with your decision for 20
-Does your house have
shouldbe. But a ride or more years, whereas some element in it that
INN III
around any neighborhood the sidewallsr and trim stands out like the proMOM
IN= AM=
will show you that many can be given a different verbial sere thumb? Are
should also have taken in colotevery few years. In- your -windows of a size
--to __consideration what cidentally, the dark roof that don't seem compati_that I can recommenda.
-_roofer unknown to me. certain colors can do-to just mentioned iseven ble with the rest of the
The fact that he is still do- the shapes. and sizes of more effective In reduc- house? Paint them the
ing height when used with- *same color as the'rest of
ing business in the area houses.
Color is used inside the tomities of ,bright accent • the house. That way they
after all those years is in
itself a fairly good recom- house as a decorating color low on the won't stand- out; In the
mendation. You can feature — to make rooms sidewalls. Also along the same way, If the house
check your bank, the look larger or smaller as same line, emphasizing has a charming feature
local roofers' association well as prettier. It is rare- the herizontal lines of a you want people to notice,
and the Better Business ly used that way on the house make a house ap- paint it a different color.
In most houses, garage
Bureau, but no recom- outside, yet the face- of pear lower than it is.(For
mendation tops that from the house is seen by far a copy of Andy Lang's doors are either eyesores
a neighbor who has used more persons than is the booklet, "Guide to the or certainly not especialSelection of Qoality.Roof- ly pretty. Yet, haven't
him and knows the quali- interior.
with an asphalt you often seen a garage
ing,"
Many
new
colors
and
ty of his work, whether he
gets things done on time--testures--have-vbeeir-in-- -shingle-eolov-ehartf-send--doer -painted -a-eolier--s•-and whether he backs up troduced by the manateehis work. Let it be known turers of roofing
to your neighbors that m a te ri a is—In—recent
you are in the market for years. The roof_is_ the
roofer and ask ques- largest unbroken. visna
_lions. You'll find that peo- expanse in most hiouses.
ple generally are willing so it must be considered
- •
to discuss the merits of the key to exterior
decorating. A roof thatlocal businessmen.
light in color attracts the
(Everything you want eye, thus giving small or
to know about roofing is very low houses a new
included in Andy Lang's dimension. On a contem—
booklet,"The Selection of porary house, a sense of
Quality Roofing," which airiness is created by a
contains an asphalt white roof. On a low-slung
shingle color guide and ranch, it makes-the house can be obtained by sen- seem higher. Entirely _
ding 50 cents and a long, aside from appearance,-e
1981 FairmortStotion Wagon
stamped, self-addressed white roof helps to keep a
Light Blue, Blue Cloth Interior, Roof
envelope to Know-How,,.. house cooler, since it
Rock,Power Steering,(Xlf. 1T,000 miles.
P. 0. Box 477, Hun- reflects part of the sun's
tington, NY 11743. Ques - rays, making it an ideal
tions of general interest house topping in warmmammy
,
- 641 S.
GOA
will be answered in the climates.
GM
753-2617
column, but individual
In the opposite way,,a
Murray
Gz)rot.m. seoTOSIS ,PARTS
correspondence cannot dark roof helps to cut the.
Chirrywo‘t
be undertaken.)
height of an unusually tatt-

different from the rest of
the house that you actually see it before you see
the house as a whole? To
make people look at your
house first and your
garage door second, or
not at all, paint the door
the same color as the rest
of the structure. At the
very least, paint it a color
that doesn't "clash" with
the basic coloring

.
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opinion of Jack Chase, a
designer of floor and wall
shields for Wood stoves
and a spokesman for
Hearth. Shield Co. of
Lebanon, N.J.
According to Chase,
home heat-related injuries rose to'nearly 5,000
in 1980T-campig_c4 with
600 such injuries in_1974.
He said that during 1980
statistics indicated 9,000
homes fires had been
traced to wood or coal
staves and more than 100
had died from such fire

•

. Injuries from home
heat-related accidents
rose substantlitlY by
1980, according to'one
authority. And consumer
education about safety
ought to be the woodstove industry's greatestconcern this year, in the

[ns

LOCATt011 -

Home heat-related ciccidents increase
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Are you meeting some
or all of your heating
needs with a wood stove,
fireplace insert or wood
and coal burner this
year?
If so, you've joined
millions of Americans
who have installed such
dollars-saving devices
over the past few years.
The savings are there.
But there are some
drawbacks, as well,
notably in the area- of

—

--

Injuries also rise

Accidents are likely to
occur in __three basic
categories, some
authorities say. _They include: roof and chimney
fires from creosote buildup or construction flaws;
Hires that occur in the Immediate vicinity of the

cry
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NA1135Y

DESIGNED FOR A SMALL FAMILY or a retired couple,
this one-story house has three bedrooms, one of which can be
used for a den. The kitchen is big enough to accommodate a
large table. Nearby is a laundry. Plan HA1135Y has 1,064
square feet. For more information write — enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope — to York & Schenke, 226
Seventh St., Garden City, N.Y. 1 1530.

Here's the Answer
•

By-ANDYLANG
this? It is an outside wall.
Alniewsfeatures
There appears to
Q. —` Will you please be excess moisture in
discuss in your column_ that room which is conhow to take apart the densing on a cold wall. Is
aluminum frame on the it a master bedroom
glass insert for In which has a private
aluminum storm door? bathroom? If so, then the
The frame on each corner warm, moist air is cornhas four dimples. Do I ing from the bathroom.
have Ao take apart the Try opening the window
corners where the in that room a trifle,
mitered corners are? I especially after showerhave to replace the ing or bathing. An exbroken glass.
haust fan would be even
- The corners
better.
not meant to hike
separated. On the side op- .. t
.
w
I have a 50-yearposite the dimples, you 014, house that had
will find a rubber or wooden roof shingles.
plastic material a frac- After 30 years, asphalt
bon of an inch wide, ft is shingles were placed over
fitted in around the edges them. It's been good for
of the glass and is similar 20 years,. but now the
to the putty found around—shingles need replacing.
the glass in a wooden.. Can I put another layer of
frame. Remove it, shingles on or must
replace the glass and put everything be ripped off?
back the moulding-like
A. — Qnly a personal
'material or buy a new inspection by an expiece of it.
perienced roofer can
determine that. It
Q. — Please tell me depends on how much
how to get rid of weight the old framework
cloudiness in crystal can hold and the condidecanters and glasses. I tion of the shingles
have tried ammonia and already there.
—1C vinegar with tea leaves.
Neither works. Can you
— Our roof is in poor
condition. It _i_s_ft_soof
Credit my iiffe for origally
in
put on the
•-; the answer to this one. house when it was built 27
She says that since she years ago. When my hustook the stopper out of the band was alive, he did all
decanter and stored the the necessary repair
C glasses in the cabinet work on it, so I do not
_ open side upwards, the have a regular roofer or
cloudiness has disap- know anyone in the
peared.
business. How do I go
about getting a reliable
' Q. -- The wall of our roofer? I know there is
bedroom begins to sweat one in our neighborhood
in the fall and winter for more than 20 years.
months. What cantles
A. — There is no way
--
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KEEP_THAT GREAT

GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET

OUR GIGANTIC
JANUARY STORE WIDE
CLEARANCE SALE IS
STILL IN PROGRESS
scil VINO UP TO 73" Fo OFF
SETTLE WORKMAN
Downtown Across From
The Bank Of Murroy

representing

-111•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ma ma UM am am Imo ma mom•

DEVELOP POISE

ri

and HVIONHECE
*Gain Recognition
JOIN NOW!
I elflin friends
I *get Our Of Your Shell
The
I For Men
1 Dale Carnet

& Women

I

I

Course ' Will Help You:

• •Lesdership
ottenton Relations
•Copeontoncet• Moro
ftfochrofy
•Itt At hose lo Lay Sittortiso
•Gois tootkrokip Ablafiom
•Otstovor Dovolop
Potootiol
•Cootrol Toosio• sod Ansiety

•Roomoosboor Ifoloos
•114 A Boner Coovor•
tetiomsoliaf
•Acipoiro o letter Yodel
studios of Meows
11.11fioos

Atte-nd 1st Session Free
Sponsored by M.C.C. Chamber
p,erotd 1,r hor

f qfporli

Inn MN MEM 1111=1111

A•,%.,,ololel Pro

„Recognition of the part
that 'Colors play in house
exteriors was evident in
the days of the colonists.
The northern houses
usually had dark colors
that tended to absorb
more heat than lighter
shades, while southern
houses had lighter tones
that reflected the sun's
rays.

ler-m.
•
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FULLSERVICE RESTAURANT
WHEREPARTICWAR PEOPLE—
GO TO EAT
r-DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS—;
I
1 1 a.m.to 3 p.m.
I

Steak For Two
$995
WITH POTATO,BREAD & DINNER SALAC

SEASONED JUST RIGHT & COOKED
EMININIMPOIMINTOIWILUIZ=MIOIDOIMIIIMPOIAISID

110z. Ribeye Steak
WITH POTATO,BREAD $
95
& DINNER SALAU

For Catering Call

753-1314

INTRODUCING

NEW

BIG BUCK
Calf & Mule
_
Sweet Feed 11 % Protein
$710.100
sa•••••icifia•••••••

•

_

Try Our Other Sweet Feeds
_Special Calf $6°Horse Feed $9°.
1 iiogSF6.
ee .
sF°
.
SIIIed corn $625
Snow & Ice Salt $22$ 50 lb.
Round Bale Hayfe0ers $72"
gliC Buchanan Feed !PURINA
[CHOWS
753-5378
III
-=

American and International Traveitime

w
Imai nma
1,
• ,

scheme.

advise on installation requirements.
"Have the stove installed by a professional, inspected by the building
department, and notify
your insurance company
you have put in a wood
stove," advises Bob
Durkin, a suburban New
York wood-stove dealer.
Professional installation will add from $75 to
$125 to a stove's cost, said
Durkin, but for most,
families it will be a worthwhile expenditure.'
Fire and building codes
call for placing the stove
or furnace at least 36 inches from a combustible
wall and the stove pipe at
least 18 inches from an
unprotected ceiling or
wall. Asbestos and metal
shields for floor and wall
used in conjunction with
air space may reduce
these clearances to some
extent.
The Cooperative Extension Service says maintaming the proper
distance from combustible surfaces and protecting those surfaces from
continually reheating and
drying is Important. A
new wall will burn at between 500 and 700 degrees
F. A wall that is heated
and dried out many times
over a long period may
ignite at between 200 and
250 degrees.
A simple test, according to Durkin, is to
put your hand against the
wall surface behind the
woodstove.
"You become confident
that you know your stove
and then you open It up to
feed it and it bites you. It
happens to me, too," said
Chase.
To znIntinise the
danger, wear gloves that
protect the back of the
hands and arms, and exercise caution when openingthe stove or furnace.

ANNOUNCING
the opening of a new firm
KENAR ARCHITECTURAL
Harold Fletcher, Jr., Architect
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GAMMEL ENGINNEERING
Theo Gammel, Professional Engineer

Commercial, Residential, In(iustrloi Architectural
• and Engineering Services
602 Main Street
MURRAY, Kentucky
Telephone: 75/-1267
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$349

49

YOU t1
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WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

•
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•

I

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
One' good thru 1117412 at
parlicqiating Rart0 storm only
liellIIININIIMEMMINI ins Ns

SAVE 56

SAVE 50C

f: oz
Revco's low everyday
discount price $2.73

Ereectorart

YOU t139
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WITH THIS COUPON
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Citiffbia01114"cr
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Revco's low, everyday
discount price $1.49

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $1.95
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The Start ofAnother GreatYear of Savings
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5 Day Roll-On

Get the best for less at Revco

Revco's low, everyday
discount price
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DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS
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Revco Oral
Thermometer

Sudafed

LIR&

$
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CUT OUT FOR SAVINGS

4

Triaittinic

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $199

YOU PAY
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2.5 oz. 2 pack

Revco's lowyeveryday
discount price

Handle With

Dowgard
Anti-Freeze
& Coolant

8 ft bz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Revoo's low, every-Bay
--discount price

Gal.
• Revco's low, ever-yday
• discount price

$139
'Final Touch

• $459
Wild Bi
Food 5,h

2

DISMIlla SUNG

Lirabio

Freeman _
Aloe Vera

Lavender Fields,,-;;:
Lemon. Herbal Or
Fresh Forest 6 CV- .
Revco's tOist-tiellatthry
discount psoo—:-,
-

Revco's low, everyday
discaunt!rice

c

Moisture Cream
of Lotion
—.--- 4 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

39*

$109

F&m$639 $429

ea.

Marshal
tMallow Hot
Cocoa Mix

Regular or Unscented
8 fl. oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

9ea.

33 11 oz

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Lc:F.5AL

$199
Suffrage
Hair Spray

Rinso

Handi-iWap

CREAM

Revco
Foaming
Bath Oil

• 125 ft
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Revco's tow,
discount price

LOTION

12 pack'
•. Revco's low, everyday
disdount price

Trit

Herbal, Peach. Lilac or
Strawberry 32 11 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

sl25

Revco inflation fighters

INSUUN USERS

$2.00
REFUND
ON PURCHASE
OF 100

PLUST

ea.

CoTylenol

Organics Plus
Shampoo Or
Conditioner

Tablets 24 sor
Capsules 20's

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $1.29 ea.

SYRINGES

16

8 fl oz

Revco's-low,everyday
discount price

.a..1.10.1••••11•00•11111.

a

FREE MEDALERT ID CARD from REVCO
with purchases:of 10Q_EKLAyringes

DO 57—

.••••••••••..— —

Revco .2—

-

•„

To receive_your $200 refund, send your name and address
- with the 1.1
0-00SE or PLASTIPAK name and order number
'"-----cut from the tuck-in flap of the syringe box too Send to:
B-D MICRO-FINE II, PO Box NB-171, Es Paso, Texas 79977.

500 mg. 100's
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Name
Address

City

State

Zip

Available only at Revco Pharpnacms Void where pronibited, taxed, or
restricted Peale show 4 to 8 weeks lor response Ohm limited to one
refund ,family Prescription may be required in some slates

67'

ea

Pick•up mail-in rebate forms at
any Revco Discount DriJ;.; Center.

•

B-D will donate 25' to diabetes research
for every coupon redeemed.

Less $1.00
Mfr rebate
Only

_

PLUS

,

Revco's low, everyday --discount price

CASH REBATE

-11

ON THEfIRST SAFE
100% ORGANIC HAIR COLOR
perexide, ne stimenta, no sIng. m formlull eterediNEL
REBATE OFFER FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY Send this ad
comptetecarton, receipt ol purchase. plus yeklf name and
addre4s. and we'll nag you back 12 00
Oiler s goad on all Meta menna Creme $ 6 glorious caters
made with prawn— Blonde Natural Rind, Auburn, Manage
Chestnut and Ebony Plus a Neutral Otter expres
January 31 1982
SENO TO Meta Henna International Inc Dept 0
850 Nicholas Bhd Elk Grove Village Winos 60007

discount price
L.'s* S2 00 Rebate You Pry

Reece's low, everyday

I

••".

$3.19
$1.19

•

Revco reserves the right to limit quantities.

you
need

the
allREvco
vouane
-e g t REVCO

DLORED PRINT

Available at all Revco Discount Drug Centers including: Items available while quantities last.

Copyright

1982 by Revco D.S., Inc

MURItAlf

Bel Air Shopping Center:
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Gregg named runnerup

North Hardin remains
No.1 basketball team

Losingest towinningest
49er coach lionoredby AP
_

-j

•r

••••

•

several teams idle since
before Christmas, rose
from 12th to 11th. The
LEXINGTON, Ky.
j
Vikings, 9-1, were follow- •
( AP) - North Hardin,
ed by Carlisle County, 12- —
which conquered a star1, which also posted a 51studded field in winning
55 overtime victory ovet--the Ashland Invitational
No. 17 Ballard Memorial
Tournament, remained
Elsewhere, Virgie
jumped two spots.
and
the state's No. 1 boys high trounced Pikeville 64-44
Fort Thomas
school basketball team in and remained third at 10this week's Associated 2. Henry Clay, which Highlands, 8-1, dropped
Press ratings.
upset Laurel County 78-69 an 83-81 decision to •
The Trojans, 12-1, before losing to Bryan previously winless Covsank
received seven of 10 first- Station, climbed one spot ington Holmes and
Mason
13th.
to
spots
Laurel
three
12-4.
at
fourth
to
•
place votes to keep a step
idle for
ahead of Lexington - County's loss dropped the County, 6-0 but
a
slipped
to
weeks,
second
three
from
Cardinals
Bryan Station, which
Ashland
14th.
to
rung
7-1.
at
fifth
remaining
the
received
moved from 16th to 15th
three votes after winning
Louisville Male, a 68-63
an 8-4 mark.
despite
the Fayette County In- AIT loser to Boyd County,
19th last
Elizabethtown,
vitational Tournament.
remained sixth at 5-1. The week, rose to No. 16 at 5-1.
Balloting by sport- Lions, despite the loss to
Ballard Memorial, 7-4,
swriters and broad- North Hardin, moved
fronk 15th to 17th
dropped
at
seventh
to
eighth
from
casters was conducted
12-1. Shelby County, 6-1, while Grayso'h County, a
prior to Monday games.
46-32 victor over Hancock
slipped a notch to No. 8.
North Hardin started
Paducah Tilghman,9-3, County in the Ohio County
shakily in the 27th AIT, was routed by Carlisle Invitational Tournament,
needing three overtimes County 60-48 in its own in- remained No. 18.
to nip Ashland Fairview vitational tournament,
Louisville Manual, 5-2,
62-61. But the Trojans
but moved to ninth from moved up to 19th while
regrouped to edge No. 7 No. 11.
Pulaski County, a 5546
Boyd County 58-55 in the
winner over Belfry, broke
semifinal and whip No. 15
Owensboro, 8-1 after a in at No. 20. The Maroons
Ashland 70-62 in the title
57-55 double-overtime replaced Clay County. .
game.
-. • -•
loss to Owensboro
from
Brion-ktatieh; mean- --Catholic, slipped
while;---reCked- No. 8 -ninth to round out the top
Shelby County 70-59 and -It
Rowan County, on, of
ripped No. 4 Lexin_g_totr
y MIMES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

sive backfield coach for
By BRUCE LOWITT
the Oakland Raiders,
AP Sports Writer
then for the next nine
_NEW YORE (AP) years was coach of the
• Bill Walsh, who in just
quarterbacks .and
-- three seasons changed
receivers of the Cincinthe San Francisco 49ers
nati Bengals. During that
from the National Footstretch he developed Ken
ball League's_ losingest
Anderson into one of the
team to ita Winningest,
league's best quarterwas named today The
backs. And in 1976, as San
Associated Press Coach
drafted his first year Diego's offensive coorof the Year.
Walsh was the over- were Joe Montana and dinator, he was inwhelming choice of a na- Dwight Clark, the NFC's strumental in turning
tionwide panel of sports leading passer and Dan Fouts into one of the
writers and broad- receiver this year. And in game's most explosive
2 of 1981 he used three of his passers.
/
casters, named on 611
the 84 ballots cast. For- first four selections to
Walsh, who had been an
rest Gregg, who perform- draft Ronnie Lott, Eric
coach at Staned a "worst-to-first" feat Wright and Carlton assistant
1963-65,
during
ford
with the Cincinnati Williamson, threeas the school's
returned
FranSan
Bengals, was a distant se- quarters of
head coach in 1977-78
2 votes.
/
cond with 151
cisco's defensive
before being lured back
up
Don Shula of the Miami -'-backfield, then picked
the pros by San Franto
Dolphins received three a pair of defensive stars
cisco.
votes, Tom Landry of the with contract problemsIn the 49ers' press
Dallas Cowboys got two pass-rushing end Fred
and Dan Reeves of the Dean from San Diego and guide put together before
Denver Broncos and Walt linebacker Jack the 1981 season, Walsh is
Michaels of the New York "Hacksaw" Reynolds quoted as saying: "My
last year -with the
Jets received one vote from Los Angeles.
we had
apiece.
Last year the 49ers' Bengals in 1975,
The 50-year-old Walsh, defense was the second- one of the best clubs in
who doubles as general worst in the league.. This the _NFL _m,3), and
manager of the 49ers, yearit was second-best.
think this gear's 49erateam has young talent
piloted the team to a 13-3
record; the test in the
•Itralitt served his ap- that could become comNFL, in 1981. When he prenticeship in the NFL parable to that Cincinnati
took control of the club starting in 1966 as offen- squad."
before the 1979 season, it
had won just 31 of its
previous 86 games and
was coming off a 2-14
season.
San Francisco went 214 again in '79, then improved to 6-10 the following year before storming
to its first winning season
Valuable Player for 1981.
By JOE IC/ V
1976 and its first fiesince_
"Leading the league in
Ater
Sports
WI
AP
ti oe.a 1 Conference
passing and having goodTI (AP)
04111C44
Western Division cham7!QuarreYblf& Ken Andmi...etatistics is nice. But the
pionship since 1972.
pro football's iirtimate is :Winnintst`
the redevelopment of SOB,
the. 49ers into --sie LPL most accurate_ passers, :Ws. whirShakpa the
power was achieved ia accepted a coveted honor -*ward special."
twn basic steps. Find in the same low-key man- --- Displaying the ac- Wa4ii put together a po- Der in which he guided curacy that made him
tent; pass-oriented of- the Cincinnati Bengals to one of the most fearedquarterbacks in the midtheir finest season.
fense, but one which often
"It means a lot because 1970s, Anderson shatcouldn't survive the
your team is winning," tered several personal
team's defense. Then, in
the 1981 draft and in ma- said Anderson, who was passing records in
jor acqusitions after that, chosen by a panel of leading the Bengals to a
Associated Press sport- 12-4 regular season mark
he built a defense into the
second best in the con- swriters and broad- and the American Concasters as the National ference Central title in
fetence.
4kmong the player's he Football League's Most 1981.
The 11-year veteran
•
f;•••••••••••••
from Augustana College
•
• in Illinois threw for 3,7541_
•
• yards and 29 touchdowns,
••._
•'Completed 62.6 percent of
- ATM FREE THE
passes (his secondFIRST SESSION!
was
•• best career mark),
10
times
just
intercepted
•
• in the regular season. He
•
• was the top-ranked
•
DALE CARNEGIE
• passer in the NFL. • FOR MEN and WOMEN
FOUNDER CI.'
•
His precise passing
• Accredited by The Cassel ter
Presented by
• earned him a spot on the
•
CRAWS D. EMBANK
hisestion
• All-Pro team for the
-telagins
& ASSOCIATES
•
•
1112
1,
hi.
Tars.
fourth time in his career
. 753-5141
speaserw
PlI
•
• and put the Bengals in
i-.29
•
•
• kir. truck Lai if Murray
MCC Chamber of Cammeret• their first AFC title
• •
•••••••••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HIGH-FLYING FALCON -Former Murray star
Howie Crittenden has helped the Southeastern Illinois College basketball Falcons get off to a flying
start (9-3) in the 1981-82 season. Crittenden, averaging 14 points per game,has become a crowd pleaser
at SIC and his coach, Virgil Motsinger says Crittenden's "desire and hustle" have made him an important part of Southeastern's fast start.

Henry Clay 78-62 to capture the FCIT and jump
from fourth place. It was
Henry Clay's fifth
straight loss to the
Defenders, including
three this season.

Hot-handed Anderson earns MVP award

Best passer voted most valuable NFL player

•••••••••s
INVEST liVENING!

DALE CARNEGIE
COURSE

stick with the veteran, developed a mental have been here for a lot of
concurred with the MVP toughness that enabled years have been through
him to handle that kind of the hard times," Anderchoice.
"He had a lot to over- situation. I think that has son said. "It's nice to kind
come," Gregg said Mon- earned him the respect of of rise up again
day. `lie was sort of the his teammates. It's turn- together."
second choice of the fans ed everyone's mind
erson, the NFL's
--(who preferred younger around in Cincinnati. You
ed passer in 1975
lt
c
a
topbackup Jack Thompson). don't hear any more boos
said he doesn't
1976,
and
It's tough to be playing in when he's introduced." -consider his 1981 season
your home stadium,
game
as a comeback perAfter suffering through you're introduced as the •. Anderson thinks it was .formance.
two injury-plagued starting quarterback and a case of the quarterback ___ _
or
-"I thought that last
seasons, the 32-year-old you hear the hometown getting too much credit
team year when I wasn't hurt I
a
to
has
how
for
That
blame
booing.
fans
benched
was
Anderson
played pretty well,"
for his poor performance affect any player, par- performs.
satisfaction
quarterback,
"The
real
a
ticularly
Anderson said. "But I
the
in the first quarter of
"Kenny really is that those of us who was hurt last year."
1981 season opener
against the Seattle
Seahawks. But Coach
Forrest Gregg started
Anderson the next week,
launching the quarterArmstrong, 55, had
• -•
back's record-breaking
been head coach of the
lerence game Monday stay in the game-a-ht-- Bears for the past four
season. ,
"He came back like a (AP)-A 22-point victory night. Louisville stands 2- longer than they sbeidd seasons in which he corn- -champion," said --tight would please m ost-__Cin the Metro and '2-2 have been."
piled a record of 30-34. He
Derek Smith and
end Dan Ross, who led coaches, but Louisville's overall while the
said he plans to leave
Bengals' receivers with Denny Crum wasn't par- Seminoles, playing their Brown were a couple of Chicago with his head
71 regular-season cat- ticularly happy with his first league game, fell to bright-spett.-ftft held high.
team's winning effort 4-7.
Louisville. Smith led the
ches.
"I intend to walk tall,"
"We weren't mentally Cardinals with 22 points Armstrong said. "I've
Gregg, who thought against Florida State.
The 14th-ranked -Car--into this game for some and eight rebounds while seen other coaches lose
about benthinalriderson
for the Bengals' second dinals spurted to a 79-57 reason," said Crum."We Brown, a reserve center, jobs and I know how badgame against the New victory over Florida let a team with half the sparked the final drive ly I felt for them.
York Jets but decided to State in a Metro Con- experience than we have with eight points.
"And I've seen a lot of
players go. I've had to tell
them myself. The ones I
remember are the- ones
who took it like men. I intend to be the same."

sed-with-22-ppoint win
;iii-e;
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Then you must NOT be CHECKING with HOME FEDERAL!

Was 229.95 $16995 .
In Cat. RSC-6

Our CHECKING ACCOUNT is thtkg in town becouseitiou —
I:534% Wiwi* paid monthly
•

No monthly service charge
3. No minimum balance requirement
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---- It's that simple and that.goodl ----
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A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
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SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS
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-The TRS-80 computer that goes where you got More powerful, yet easier to use than a programmable calculator.

MN•

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIoN
1201

Use As a Calculator, Or Program For Complex Problems
Uso"On-Site" In Real Estate, Engineering, Business

Add one of our Interfaces(also at new low prices!) and an
optional recorder and you can use our selection of readyto-run cassette software. Programmable in BASIC, too.
4"—put one In your pocket today!
3
Only "/I.x67/. x2/
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CHICAGO (AP) Neill Armstrong is a proud man.
He's proud that in his
27-year professional football career he has never
had to apply for a job. He
also is proud that, until --U. Monday, he had never .1
been fired from a job.
"Not in 17 years as
assistant and 10 years aia head coach," he said.
"Why, I played eight
years of professional foot
ball and never was cut."
All that changed Monday when Chicago Bears
owner George Hales fired
Armstrong as head
coach. Hales failed to
name a successor, but
former Bear tight end
Mike Ditka, reportedly a
prime candidate, has said
he is interested in the job.

esremen!„

▪•

Armstrong was defen-,ezeLaer
sive coordinator for the
Minnesota Vikings for
seven years before taking...._......
the Bear job Feb. 16, 1978.t•
He succeeded Jact- Parcielp who left the
Bears after the 1477
season to become bead
coach of the Washington
Redskins.
In his four years at the
helm, only Minnesota had
a better record than the
Bears in the Central Division of the National Football Conference. The Vikings were 31-32-1 in that
period while Tampa Bay
was 29-34-1, Green Bay
26-36-2 and Detroit 26-38.
•-• The Bears were 7-9 in
1978 under Armstrong
and 10-6 the following
year when they made the
playoffs only to lose in the
first round to
Philadelphia. The Bears
were 7-9 in 1980 and slipped to 6-10 this season.
Although no successor
was named, it appeared
the job might go to Ditka,
currently an assistant
coach with the Dallas
.
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Three Kentucky
colleges suffer
basketball losses
By The Associated Press
Burnell was joined by
Eastern Kentucky, three teammates in douMorehead State and ble figures with Brad
Union played road games Weston getting 12, Gary
in college basketball Mims 11 and Rick Roach
Monday night and each came off the bench for 10.
lost.
Morehead State overThomas More Edged came a 3 point, 31-28
Berea 78-77 in a game halftime deficit to take a
played at Newport.
slender 31-30 lead one
Junior forward Joe minute into the second
Dykstra scored 32 points half. Mims completed a 3and set an NCAA con- point play to put the Hatsecutive free-throw ters back in the lead.
record as Western Illinois
Norris Beckley led the
rolled to a 100-84 non- Eagle scoring with 13
conference victory over points, followed try ArEastern Kentucky at thur Sullivan and sett
Macomb,Ill.
Tipton, each with 12. Glen
Dykstra's eighth con- Napier had 10.
secutive free throw of the
Stetson and Morehead
night gave him a record are each 5-5 on the
61 consecutive free season.
throws, topping Bob
In a game at Orlando,
Lloyd's 1967 record of 60 Fla., the University of
consecutive free throws.
Central Florida shot a
Dykstra ran his free torrid 64.3 percent from
throw streak to 64 before the field to rip Union 78missing.
46.
He ended the night with
It was the ninth win of
14 of 16 free throws and the season for the
has recorded 86-91 for the Knights. They have lost
year.
two road games.
The home team jumped
The five UCF starters
to a 5-4 lead in the first
three minutes on the scored in double figures,
,strength of two Dysktra with guards Willie Edison
buckets and his 57th con- and Jimmie Ferrell getting 15 each. Sophomore
secutive free throw.
The Leathernecks led forward Isaac McKinnon
48-38 at halftime and had 14 points and 12 renever lost the lead in the bounds for UCF. Center
second half. High scorer Jeff Dorschner had 13,
for Eastern was Jim while freshman Ronnie
Thornton had 11.
Chambers with15.
The win _Improved----The visitors hung _on
Western Illinois' record—doggedly in the first 15
to 7-3 while Eastern drop- minutes, and at one point
ped to 34.
- were ahead-by
At Deland, Fla., Prank late first-halfijiurt by the
Burnell tallied 18 points Knights gave the home
to lead Stetson to a 68-61 team a 5-point halftime
victory over Morehead lead, 35-30.
State in the second game
Guard Scott Broughton
of the Hatter Classic col- led_union with 12 points,
lege basketball tourna- while forward Mark Herd
ment.
added 10 for the Bulldogs.
Claude Butler and Mike
Tonight's schedule
Edwards combined for 54 finds Youngstown State
points to lead New at Bellarmine, CampOrleans to a 83-79 victory bellsville at Centre, Norover Centennary in' the them n Kentucky at Cenfirst game.
tral State, Cumberland at
Stetson will face New Trevecca Nazarene and
Orleans in the finals at 7 Kentucky State at
p.m.tanigjit.
•
Southern University.

•

The Top Twenty teams iii The
Associated Press' college basketball
poll, with first-place votes in parentheses, this season's record and total
points. Points based on 20-19-11147441,1114-13-12-11-10-04-74-54-3-3-1:
• •
I. North Carolina (54)9-0 1,154
2. Virginia 12) 1141,0Ik5
3. Kentucky
NM
4. Missouri 94920
5. DePaal 11-1 rn
6. Minnesota 0-1 901
7. Iowa 8-1 740
S. San Francisco 11.1524
9. Wichita St. 104513
10. Tulsa 9-1541
II. Arkansas 6-1 536
12. Louisville 8-2 532
13. Georgetown,DC 114•0111
14. Houston 10-10
IS. North Cinema:11430
16. Alabama 2411$
17. Ore's... 114212
11. Idaho 114110
19. UCLA 6-4143
20. St.John's, N.Y. 9-1126

EAST
Raba U IS. Fla.Southern
Vermont
63
78,
Conlides
Cornell 53, Colgate 38
Ferdham 73, Yale 51
Hotstra 74, Mutat 70
La Salle MI, Notre Dame 61
Lou,* Md,$0.St.Francts,Pa.07
Maine 66, Utica 58
Pitt SI, Temple 59
Rutgers 65, New Hampshire 51
Setae Hall 04, Providence 65
SOUTH
Ala -Birmingham 112, Jacksoaville 62
Alcorn St. 14, Mus.Valky 71
camPAIMIELZkall.
DavidaimM.M.Cardimil
DeliaS141.4,11hromrt*
East Cara= 7$, Baptist51
Georgina- 77,St.Louis 70
rambling 86, Bethune-Coalman II.
SOT
Jacksonville St U. Troy St. U
Loville71,
mauni a0 vie
Florida
m
St. 57
Memphis St. $4, Baltimore 62
North Carolina 64, William & Mary 46
N.Ca'obits St. 40,S.Missiuippl 45
NE Louisiana 69, McNees,St 07
NW Louisiana IL Nicholls St. 13
Old Dominion 93, Howard U.65
Richmond 511, South Carolina 45
Roanoke 74,Swarthmore 13
South Alabama 75,St.Xavier 45
kuthorn U 76, Prairie View 1141
'Routh Florida 72, Wis.-Green Bay 48
MIDWEST
Ball St.13, Bottler 54

College
football
_Paige Bowl Games At A Giants
'
Thursday,Doe.21
"
Rail of Fame Bowl
Mtatiosippi State 10, Kansas 0
Poach Bowl
West Virginia 26, Florida 6
Bhaebonnet Bowl
Michigan 33, U CI.A 14
Friday,Jan.1
Cotton Bowl
Texas 14, Alabama 12
Fiesta Bowl
Penn State 26, Southern California 10
Rase Bowl
Washington 28, Iowa 0
Orange Bowl
Clemson 22, Nebraska 15
Sager Bowl
Pittsburgh 24, Georgia 20
Saturday,Jan.,
East-West Shrine Game, Palo Alto,
Calif , 3 p m .CBS-TV
Hula Bowl, Honolulu, Hawaii, 4 pm ,
ABC-TV
Saturday,Jan.111
Japan Bowl, Yokohama City, Japan,
II 36a.m
Senior Bowl, Mobile, Ala., 1:15 p.m

By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
It wouldn't take much to convince UCLA to skip
its next trip to the state of Washington if such a
thing were possible.
At least the 19th-ranked Bruins, who just completed their first all-losing trip to the Evergreen
State since 1963, are secure in the knowledge that
they won't have to return until next season.
The Bruins, long a college basketball power,
dropped a 56-50 decision to the Washington Huskies
Monday night after falling 57-51 in triple overtime
Saturday to Washington State.
Washington guard Steve Burks scored nine points
in the final lit minutes Monday to drop U CLA to 6-4
and 0-2 in the Pacific-10 Conference.
The Huskies, who beat Southern California in
overtime Saturday night, are 9-2 and have a sixgame winning streak. The sweep of the Los Angeles
schools was Washington's first since 1977.
UCLA held a 42-37 lead but went nearly 442
minutes without scoring. Burks put in a layup and
free throw with 1:29 to play to give the Huskies a 4846 edge and he added six more free throws down the
stretch as U CLA tried to catch up by fouling.
Burks finished with a game-high 17 points.
"Steve Burks rose to the challenge," said
Washington Coach Mary Harshman. "I thought the
foul shooting at the end was one of the big things."
As for Burks' key.three-point play, Harstunan
said it wasn't part of the plan.
"We were going to go down to 20 seconds and call

•
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KIRUNA
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Patties
14 Lb. Bel
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wizards=in pro football's
semifinals Ken Anderson of the Bengals, Dan
Fouts of the San Diego
Chargers and Joe Montana of his 49ers. Only
Dallas' Danny White, of
the four, has not fallen
under his wings.
learned almost
everything from Paul
Brown," said Walsh,
speaking from San Francisco the day after his
49er1 carved the New
York Giants into submission 38-24. "He was like a
professor, insistent on
detail and execution. I
am sure Paul recognizes
his handiwork in every offensive move we make."
Brown, whose Bengals
beat the Buffalo Bills 2821, was difficult to reach
Monday.
"He is over at the
stadium looking at some
films with Coach Forrest
Gregg," said his
secretary. "I just don't
know when he will be
available."
The Hall of Fame coach
was caught just as he
prepared to leave his office for a quick lunch. He
obligingly stopped long
enough to talk about a
former student and an old
friend.
"Needless to say, I am
very proud," Brown said.
"When I watched San

at

-
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Denton jumps
50places
NEW YORK (AP) —
Steve Denton, runner-up
to South Africa's Johan
Kriek in the Australian
Open, was named Volvo
Grand Prix Player of the
Month for December.
Denton jumped 50
places, to No.24, on the
Association of Tennis
Professionals' comRuter
rankings last month as he
reached the semifinals in
two tournaments.
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another timeout," he said. "As a coach, I was glad
Hurricane won its Missouri Valley Conference
to see the layup."
opener and 24th straight game at home.
U CLA Coach Larry Farmer wasn't glad to see
Second Ten
how his team reacted at the end of the contest. He
Louisville fell behind 4-0, then ran off 15 points
said the Bruins took bad shots. ,
and was never headed. Derek Smith scored 22
"You should look to get the ball inside or shoot
points to lead the Cardinals.
free throws," he said."We didn't."
Houston nipped local rival Rice for the 21st time
in 22 games. Ricky Pierce threw in 37 points for
Among ranked teams in action Motxtay night,
Rice, which upset San Francisco and North
No.1 North Carolina bombed William and Mary 64Carolina State to win the Rainbow Classic last
40; No.5 DePaul eased past St. Mary's,Calif., 96-72;
No.9 Wichita State beat U S. International 92-67
week
with a second-half outburst; 10th-ranked Tulsa .
The Cougars rallied as freshman Akeem Abdul
Olajuwon and Clyde Drexler led a second-half surge
outscored Creighton 80-55 in Missouri Valley Conference action; No.12 Louisville trounced Florida —and Rice's Donald Bennett mired sr shot at the
buzzer.
State 79-57 in the Metro Conference; 14th-rated
Dereck Whittenburg sank a free throw with two
Houston edged Southwest Conference rival Rice CI61; No.15 North Carolina State squeaked by
seconds left to lift N.C. State over Southern Miss.
The Wolfpack was nursing a two-point lead but
Southern Mississippi 46-45, and No.17 Oregon State
Sidney Lowe had his shot blocked on a drive with 32
whipped Arizona 68-55 in another Pac-10 outing.
seconds left. The Golden Eagles' Curtis Green tied
Top Ten
It with a 15-foot jumper.
Sam Perkins and Michael Jordan had 13 points
Green then fouled Whittenburg, who made the
and James Worthy added 12 for the top-ranked Tar
front end of a one-and-one for the victory margin.
Heels, 9-0. North Carolina led 35-20 at the half after
Oregon State reserve Rob Holbrook collected a
Jordan scored 11 of his points.
career-high 18 points and the Beavers overcame an
DePaul's Terry Cummings scored 22 points and
early 18-8 deficit.
pulled down 14 rebounds, while Bernard Randolph
Unranked Teams
notched all 14 of his points in the first half and his
Bradley's players ought to file for extra scholarreplacement, Terry Grubbs, had 15 points.
ships after their fourth overtime game this season,
a 79-77 double OT Missouri Valley victory over InWichita State stormed from a 38-33 halftime addiana State. Last month, the Braves lost to Cincinvantage behind the strong front line of Greg Dreilnati 77-75 in a record seven overtimes. They've also
ing (18 points, eight rebounds), Antoine Carr (15
had another double overtime contest and a game
and seven) and Cliff Levingston (11 and eight).
went one extra period.
that
Tulsa's Greg Stewart poured in 17 points as the
David Thirdkill made up for missing two free
throws in the final seconds of regulation time when
he hit a short jump shot with five seconds left in the
second overtime. ThirdkiLL who scored 18 points,
had missed a pair of free throws with the score tied
at 73 and only three seconds left in regulation.
In the first OT period, Indiana State's James
Smith put in a jump shot with four seconds remaining to tiethascore 75-75, forcing another extra seasion.
In other games,La Salle upended Notre Dame 611teams
of OM.
Francisco on TV, I Browns
and Pittsburgh edged Temple 60-59 in a
61
recognized things we had Graham and Mario!' doubleheader at the Palestra, New Mexico State
done together. After all, ,._MOtleY lin the old
beet West Texas State 75-66, Illinois State topped
- Conference, _Drake 59-49, Seton Hall beat Providence 66-65,
he still has our
quarterback-teaching ',Which won four staight
Alabama-Birmingham downed Jacksonville 82-62,
films. I could anticipate AAFC titles and, with _Richmond defeated South Carolina 58-45, Illinois
Jim Brown, won three
every play."
State outscored Drake 59-49, Kansas State outduelBrown's coaching NFL titles after the
ed Nevada-Las Vegas 82-65, Ohio State took
career is legend, beginn- merger in 1950.
Syracuse 67-57, Tulane edged Cincinnati 60-58,
His Browns met the
ing with Severn Prep in
Brigham Young ripped New Mexico 76-58, Fresno
Maryland, later champion Philadelphia
State stopped previously unbeaten Lamar 56-36,
Massillon High (Ohio), Eagles in the opening
Nevada-Reno nipped Detroit 82-79, Southern
Ohio State, Great Lakes game of the 1950 season,
California went into overtime to edge Washington
Navy and finally the most fans expecting a
State 57-56, Texas-El Paso took Utah 73-61, and, in
Cleveland Browns for 17 rout for the Eagles. The
the opening round of the Hatter Classic, it was New
Orleans 83, Centenary 79 and Stetson 68, Morehead
years before moving to Browns won 35-10, using a
State 61.
the 1-ziengals in 1968, first dizzying passing attack.
as a coach and then as executive.
Service Goiter Hears
SITURDAY
Mac Titre S.11-4
ills--coached the great
MOW 1141kU
Seeder closed

Wholesale & Retail Meat
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Shadow of revolutionary grid coach
extends over,playoff quarterbacks

ids Chem he
Wrier*,
Inuit,

It hasn't been in
Murray for 20 yrs.
but...
its coming back

---'
1' ,.

Bruins ups'et twice in Washingtoit-

By WILL GRIMSLEY
APSpecial Correspondent
NO matter who wins
Super Bowl XVI Jan. 24,
there will be no escaping
imposing shadow_a_
Paul E. Brown.
This 70 -year-o
coaching genius and football revolutionary built
from scratch and now
serves as general
manager of the emerging
Bengals team that will
play San Diego Sunday in
Cincinnati for the National Football League's
AFC Championship.
His onetime protege,
Bill Walsh, 50, will coach
the 49ers iri their NFC title game gin' San Francisco against the Dallas
Cowboys.
Conceivably, it could be
a Paul Brown Super Bowl
— the 49ers vs. the
Bengals, pupil vs.
master, a long-deserved
Bradley 79, Indiana St. 77.20T
honor for a man who has
DePa ul 96,Stillary's, Calif. 72
produced champions and
Illinois St. 59, Drake 19
Kansas St.II, Nev.-Las Vegas 65
brought a scientific apOhio St.67,Sy rause 57
proach to the game. Even
Tolane 60, Cincinnati 58
W Illinois 100, E . Kentucky 84
should these two conWichita St 92, U S Interna tional67
ference title games go the
SOUTHWEST
Baylor 68, Southwestern 59
other way, the Paul
Houston 63, Rice 61
Brown influence will be
N.Texas St.87,Pan Americium 83
Sala lieesiM St. 711, Teams Lutheran _present.
•
It was Brown who
SW Mahan'15. MAO74
Texas-Arlington 77, Tanali4411-11—taught Walsh his widely
Tslsa1Stomo 69
.
GreigMorrif.------- L—a.cclaimed __quarterbackFAR WEST
ing strategy and Walsh
Muk.58-Brigham
"'New--who passed- it along to
Fresno
SI.Ywing
512, Laniar2r
Nev.-Reno It Detroit 79
•
three of the passing

New Memo St. 75, W.TezasSL 16
Oregon St. 68, Arizona 55 '
San Francisco St 72, AlaskaFairbanks 47
Santa Clara 107, Cal-Davis 81
Simon Fraser 78, Azusa Pacific 72
SE Louisiana 60,San Diego 59
Southern Cal 57, Washington St 56,
OT
Texas-E1 Paso 73, Utah 61
Washington 56, UCLA 50
TOURNAMENTS
Ratter Clank
First Round
New Orleans VI, Centenary 79
Stetson 68, Morehead St. VI
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By Babson's Reports Inc.,
Wellesley Hills, M A., December
31, 1981. Economic conditions and
the status of public sentiment in
the closing weeks of 1981 stand in
Stark contrast to those of late 1980.
A year ago, overall business was
still trending upward. Moreover,
there was hopeful expectancy that
the change in the nation's leadership would lead to an alleviation
and ultimately a resolution - of
problems which had been gnawing
at the core of the economy. Now,
as 1981 gives way to 1982, the
economy is gripped by a recession
and there is a rising tide of anxiety
that the Reagan prescription will
produce further harsh dislocations.
Deep Pessimism Not Warranted
The staff of Babson's Reports
feels it is premature to summarily
dismiss the Reagan Administration's efforts to shore up the foundation of the economy. It must be
• remembered that not all of the
• provisions of the Economic
. Recovery Tax Act of 1981 are yet
• in effect. In addition. nessimism
with respect to fundamental and
long-term considerations is not
justified when one gives due
weight to the fact that at least
some progress has already been
made in slowing inflation and
lowering interest rates. Yet much
more improvement must be attained on both fronts before their
dangers are genuinely subdued,
and this is a task which undoubtedly will take a good deal of
. time - and dogged persistence to accomplish. The backlash on
both counts in 1960 attests to the
• absurdity of band-aid type solutions.
The true severity of the current
recession can also be better
, evaluated by taking into account
---- the postponement of business
capital equipment investment
as soon as it became evident that the benefits of liberalized depreciation under the tax
legislation would not commence
until January 1, 1982. During the
hiatus, this important element of
industrial activity has been kept
on a subpar basis. Hence,it is only
reasonable to assume that we
shall have some catch-up buying
as 1982 pogresses. Of course, the
high level of interest rates also
served to stifle business equipment demand, but these promise
to be a less inhibiting factor in the
year ahead. Indeed, interest rates
have already worked down,,,lo.
levels that are appreciably less
prohibitive to borrowers. .-....41w)
1982-From Recession
To pipansion
Judging from the behavior
various key economic indicators,
.: the last quarter of 1981 will liebteto be the low point for the year's
performance. After an
business
• unexpectedly vigorous advance in
the first three months, the
economy softened a bit during the
ensuing two quarters and then
slumped sharply to close out the
year immersed in a genuine recession. Thus, we have slipped into
recession twice in consecutive
years. Yet, unlike 1980's creditrestraint-fostered economic drop,
which began and ended within

that year, the recession of 1981
will likely carry over into early
1982. Even so, due to the severity
of the nosedive during the past
three months and given the
decline in interest rates, there
may be only a downward shading
of economic activity during the
first 1982 quarter, followed by a
flat performance in the spring
weeks. This scenario may not be
impressive, but it is far less
disheartening than the pessimistic
predictions which have prevailed
of late. Moreover, scattered signs
of improvement should be emerging before long, though perhaps
not in sufficient quantity and intensity to spell large-scale overall
business gains. Around midyear,
however, the economy should be
moving ahead in concert, and we
expect the final half of 1982 to
feature distinct upside progress
even though the summer weeks
may be more robust than the fall
season. By autumn new growth in
demand for credit may begin to
take hold. This should make for
some braking influence, though
not enough to prevent a definite
business uptrend for the year's
final two quarters.
More Sober Expectations
Early months of 1981 were filled
with mounting anticipation that
the new nationahleadership would
revitalize the economy and
restore some luster to America's
role in international affairs.
However, the actual scope and
magnitude of the nation's problems have broughtr home to the
public the fact that there are no
easy solutions. Nevertheless, this
does not mean that no progress
will be made. As the intial public
ebullience when the Reagon Administration took office w'as probably unduly optimistic, so also
the current swing to disillusionment is undoubtedly excessive
and somewhat myopic.
No doubt there will be more give
and take between the White House
and Congress in 1982. Out of this
may come some combination of
additional spending cuts, deferral
and down-sizing of selected
-outlays, and the raising of fresh
revenues. If our expectation that
the bulk of the recession occurred
in the fourth quarter of 1981 turns
out to be true, estimates of federal
budget deficits in this and succeeding fiscal years may prove to
be unrealistically high. Also in
view of the steepness of the recession, we would not be surprised to
see some of the critics of the tax
cuts shift position again and press
for the second phase of the tax
reduction for individuals to be
-moved up from mid-1982 to some
point earlier in the year.
Help From Economic
Tax Recovery Act
Of 1981
The recent damaging revelation
by Budget Director David
Stockman that he doubts the
viability of the Administration's
economic and fiscal proposals
provided additional fuel for the
arguments of opponents as the
economy slid into recession.
However, the potential benefits of
the Economic Recovery Tax Act
of 1981 have not been giveicade-

quate credit. When all of the provi- chases that were deferred in 1981
sions of the legislation are fully peqding the more liberal
operative, these benefits should depreciation rules of 1982 will
stimulate the economy. Later, have some bolstering effect. We
their cumulative effect may have confidently expect this important
an even more positive influence. source of economic vitality to
Taken individually, the tax become more of a factor as the
benefits are far from large, but tempo of business picks --up.
their collective impact on private Moreover, capital outlays will be
capital formation-over a period of an important component of the
time-will be quite positive and business uptrend going into 1983
widespread.
as well.
Interest Rates - Money Supplies
These incentives for individual
Short-term interest rates have
savings will help replenish private
capital reservoirs: The tax ex- retreated from their peak earlier
emption on income from the divi- in 1981. Softening business eased
dend reinvestment plans of borrowings, causing interest rates
qualified utility. companies and to slide downward. Though the
the broader concept of individual- bulk of-the downturn has already
Retirement Accounts (IRA) even_ occurred, short-term interest
though both these devices have rates could shade a little lower annual limitations. Also, cash flow to around 14% for the prime lenof c,prporations will be enhanced' ding rate of major commercial
by the lower tax rates on profits banks - jp_the early part of 1982
and more liberal depreciation before bottoming out. When the
schedules for capital investments. anticipated business upturn is
The latter should spur the moder- well under way, however, interest
nization of U. S. productive rates will undoubtedly be marked
facilities, make us more cost- up. But enhanced cash flow for
competitive in foreign markets businesses, as a result of lower
corporate income taxes and acwithout compromising quality.
celerated -depreciation
Gross National Product
Despite the sharp slump in the allowances, should prevent a
fourth 1981 quarter, real gross na- quick return to oppressively high
tional product (the aggregate rates. Hence, money and credit
value in 1972 dollars of goods and availability should be adequate
services produced) registered for businesses and consumers in
quarter-to-quarter changes the year ahead, though far from
averaging about 4% on a seasonal- abundant.
After backing down a little from
ly adjusted annual basis. This was
due to the astounding 8.6% peak levels, long-term interest
upspurt in the initial quarter. rates firmed recently in reflection
Although the range of quarterly of heavy Treasury and corporate
changes in 1982 will not be as wide financings. Pent-up demand for
as in 1981, and the generally flat long-term funds will not permit
first half will not contribute much more than irregular downward
uplift to the economy to begin.. shadings for a while, but easing of
with, strength in the final two inflation is helping to keep longquarters can make for about a 2% _-_term rates from rising.
The averge increase in the Conaverage rate of advance in real
---- :sumer Price Index for full-year
GNP for the year.
- 1981 was probably a shade below
Industrial Production
Monthly figures on the physical--9% on an annual rate basis. We
volume of industrial production.- look for further easing in the inflaearly in 1982 are not likely to be tion pace during much of the
impressive. The abrupt business winter and spring of 1982 but firmslump has shaken confidence, and to-higher tendencies should rule
it will take some time for op- thereafter. For the full year we
timism to return. -HOwever, in- expect an averge increase of 8%.
Prices generally should be little
dustrial output should trend upward in the spring and thereafter. changed for primary commodities
With basic industries already so well into 1982, reflecting abundant
deeply depressed, further im- supplies and slack demand.
provement in monetary conditions However, prices at the point of
could revive the housing, auto, consumption will be moderately
and consumer durables markets higher owing to labor and
more rapidly than now seems transportation cost increases. Expossible. This would add to the pect some primary industrial
strength that has been maintained commodity quotes to rebound
in the "Iffiel and energy-related when demand quickens.
Building
fields. Military business should be
_New housing starts_ are
a primary source of vitality too.
pected to rule modestly higher in
Business Inventories
Heavy inventories -0/-7-ausok the year ahead compared—wah
trucks, and farm equipment are - 1061. While our estimates are only
the primary trouble areas right-----176-million units as compared with
now, with suppliers to these in- 1.1 million, a substantially
dustries forced to curtail output stronger showing than that is
because of soft demand. unlikely. Though somewhat better
Elsewhere, however, there should situated at present, both morbe early need for inventory ac- tgage interest rates and mortgage
cumulation in anticipation of a money supplies must improve
quickening business tempo as 1982 quite a good deal before building
activity can materially surpass
progresses.
our expectation.
Business Capital Outlays
Employment- Personal Income
Although low rates of capacity
Despite spreading work force
utilization and listless business
in recent months,
cutbacks
early in 1982 will tend to restrain
capital equipment demand, pur- employment remains in

recession
corporate profits augur well for
increases in dividend rates in 1982,
hikes in payouts will tend to be of
moderate size most instances.
Corporate liquidity needs to be
reinforced andthis will take time.
Agricultural Outlook
It is difficult to make a case for
any substantial betterment for the
beleaguered agricultural segment
of the economy in 1982. There are
gluts in supplies of major products
that militate against any largescale boosts in farm prices.
Unless adverse weather patterns
over large sections of the nation's
growing areas threaten a signficant alteration of supply-demand
balances at crucial points in the
crop year, farm quotes will not
improve appreciably. Therefore.
no substantial recovery in overall
farm income appears to be in the
cards for 1982. It is likely,
however, that exports of
agricultural products will top 1981
shipments.
Foreign Affairs
Current prospects do not indicate that any major
breakthrough is in the offing with
respect to the resolution of critical
international problems. So it appears that 1982 will see more talk
than genuine progress on issues
involving the Middle East and
Central America. The same is
true with regard to SovietAmerican relations, particularly
negotiations over strategic arms
limitation and U. S. and Soviet
military involvement in Europe.
Stock And Bond Outlook
Except for takeover situations,
1981 was not a banner year for the
stock market. After an early upthrust, stock prices again fell victim to unacceptably high interest
rates and worries over the size of
the federal budget deficit. Late
months of the year saw some
revival of optimism,
gradual
Consumer And Government
investors' moves frealthough
Spending
their uncertainmirrored
quently
trade
Though early 1982 retail
was some
there
Nevertheless,
ty.
will be dampened by uneasiness
supply of
large
the
to
response
over business and employment
to the
and
stocks
undervalued
prospects, consumer sentiment
inlower
of
implications
favorable
will eventually respond favorably
the
extent,
some
To
rates.
terest
to the betterment in disposable inalso discounting
come that will result from stock market was
upturn that was still
recovery in employment and a the business
months distant.
further reduction in federal in- several
Allowing for spells of
come tax rates. Hence, consumer
we feel that 1982 will
buying can be expected the top uneasiness,
be more beneficial to investors.
that of 1981 by a comfortable
important inmargin, with the third and fourth With so many
and with
1982 quarters chalking up the best dustries long depressed,
encouraging
Administration
the
gains. The 'economy will also
of productive
benefit from higher government the upgr
uptrend in
the
ojected
facilities,
expenditures. After midyear, for
more
generate
ell
business
be,
defense
outlays
will
example,
seems
possinow
lioticeably on the upbeat.
- ble. Stocks in virtually all
2ategories and quality are trading
CorporataProfits-Dividends
Business profits in 1982 will be at exceedingly reasonable
up compared with 1981. During the multiples of normal profitability
past year corporate earnings were and historical prices. So It is not
adversely affected by the difficult to visualize a burgeoning
deterioration in the tempo of of investment interest. For the
business. There should be better record, we forecast that the Dow
profits showings virtually Jones industrial average will flucthroughout 1982, and on pro-:_, tuate within a range of 1100 on the
gressively improved year-to year upside and 800 on the downside in
comparisons with each passing 1982.
Although the bond market has
quarter. The reduction in the corporate profits tax rate will be an already scored encouraging gains
important factor in increases at in recht months, nominal further
upside progress can be expected
the "bottom line."
Though brighter prospects for early in the new year.
•

historically high range. While further small-scale furloughs are
likely this winter, employment
should recover thereafter. The
unemployment picture is less
reassuring. It will be nip and tuck
as to whether the iobless rate can
be kept from a double-digit high
sometime this winter. For the
record, however, we are hopeful
that the jobless pool will not surpass 9% of the civilian labor force
before easing in response to a
quickening business pace. The
unemployment rate will average
around 8% for 1982 as a whole, only marginally below that of 1981.
Yet the problem of a sizable hard
core of jobless workers will remain a critical issue. ,
Personal income will trend
higher in the year ahead.
However, only an upward bias will
be seen during much of the first
half because layoffs will partially
offset wage increases. When hirings resume, the income advance
will be more noticeable. The climb
of disposable income ( take-home
pay) will be accentuated after
midyear by another stepdown in
federal personal income tax
rates. The Social Security tax rate
will be higher next year but the income tax reduction will leave
most consumers with more to
spend. Though 1982 will be a big
year for major labor contract
renewals, the odds are against
long and disruptive tie-ups in the
pattern-setting basic industries.
Like it or not, labor leaders are
finding that they must tread softly
in enterprises beleaguered by
foreign competition and where
work forces have been trimmed.
However, once the economy
regains its forward momentum,
labor's stance can be expected to
stiffen. •
.•

Local broommaker -sons continue hoff-century tradition
In a little workshop
behind his red brick
house, Henson turns out
brooms on mostly handpowered equipment he

KIRKSEY,Ky.(AP)Rollie Henson is nurturing a half-century-old
tradition in this small
Calloway County town.
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stand it on its handle or
"I want this to keep on for barber shop use.
"But he told me that clip it to a wall."
going when I'm not
Broom care also inbroom isn't worth what
around," said Henson.
He hopes to be as good he paid for it," said Hen- cludes avoiding wetting
teocher as his father. son, his eyes twinkling. the straw and never using
Heaton recalled that his "He said he stood it in a -brooms--in--a-thoveling
dad once taught a blind corner and it hasn't motion.
He says there are
Marshall County man started sweeping yet."
Henson added that his several broom supply
from Sharpe to make
Bluebirds might last up to firms that help keep
brooms.
home broom makers like
"After that man learn- a year with proper care.
"You never want to him in business.
ed, he went to the
"I get my handles from
Louisville School of the stand any broom on the
Blind and taught them to straw," he cautioned. a man in Arcola, Ill., who
make brooms up there." "That'll run over a broom has his own mill," HenHenson still considers like an old shoe. You.-,son said.
his broom making mostly
.
a hobby.
Yet it's a hobby that's
starting to pay off some
BRUSSELS, Belgium leaders.
•
in this gadget era of elec- (AP)- Poland's martial
The independent labor
cleaners.
tric vacuum
law chief Gen. Wojciech federationwas suspended
Henson has sold most of Jaruzelski indicated to and many of its leadere the people-powered Western European am- detained when Jaruzelag_
sweepers he has made. - bassadors that he might declared the state at
One of his customers, a expel Solidarity leaders emergency.
barber, bought two; one from Poland, diplomatic
The Polish leader gave
sources said today.
firm word, the sources
no
Jaruzelski, meeting in
said;
when he might lift
Warsaw with 10 Common
martial law.
Market ambassadors
Jaruzelski also told the
Monday, was imprecise
and did not indicate Common Market amwhether Solidarity leader bassadors that he was
Lech Walesa might be gradually releasing some
among those expelled, ac- of the Poles interned
cording to the sources, under martial law
who refused to be iden- decrees after they had
signed "guarantees they
tified.
n./EALWAYS
Walesa has been under would no longer take part
WONDERED
house arrest since mar- in subversive activities,"
WHAT COLOR
YOUR EYES
tial law was imposed the sources said.
ARE
The Polish government
Dec. 13.
Jaruzelski was said to has acknowledged that
have told the am- about 5,500 Poles have
bassadors he would been detained, but
"have no objection if Western sources say the
Western countries agreed number could be as high
to accept" the Solidarity as 50,000.
el

learned to master from was taught to crait ed for Lindsey, Okla."
Henson's mainly
brooms and cultivate
his father.
wooden work -worn
Henson deftly fastens broom corn.
"Dad turned us loose machinery rids the straw
straw from Oklahoma to
handles from Illinois to with an old plug team to of tiny seeds.
With the Calloway
make Kentucky Bluebird keep us off Clark's
River," said Henson, countian at the controls,
brooms.
the devices also trim and
"That was dad's smiling.
"We grew corn down in shape sweet-smelling
brand," said Henson, a
lanky 55-year-old electri- the Elva bottoms. It fibers and tightly bind
cian. "He started making wasn't real-pod land but them to the business end
you don't want real good of white-painted wooden
brooms back in 1930."
The late Rollie Henson land to grow broom handles.
"I'm just starting back
Sr. made and sold brooms corn."
Henson works full-time at this and I'm not as fast
from a similar backyard
workshop in the Mc- for Riley Electric Co. in as I should be," Henson
Cracken County com- Calvert City and makes said. "I can make a
munity of Reidland near brooms mostly on broom about every 15
minutes."
weekends.
Paducah.
Henson rekindled his
Although his shop is
- "He sold them all over.
:the place ---' grocery flanked by fain* fields, interest in broom making
stores in western Ken- none produce Lindaty about twg months
-coni,- the raw material, Like • his father, -Ws
tUk and southeni
sharing the ages-old craft
linois and cotton gins in far his brooms.
southeast lilismeri,_" mid -" I get it from with his sons, Richard,
— Oklahoma in bales," Hen- 32, of Hickman, and
•
Henson.
As a teenager, Henson son explained. "It's nam- Mike,29, of Benton.
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THE RULER? YES, M.A'A/A,
WE RULER 15 A V'ERY
USEFUL INSTRUMENT

IT CAN BE USED TO
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NANCY
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N. Business Rentals I

23. Exterminating

11. Instruction

2. Notice

2. Notice

--

!. January S. 1912
1 MKS 'I ur.(18,

31 Rooms for Rent

34. Houses for Rent

53. Services Offered

46. Homesfor Sale

ALUMINUM
Furnished room 1 block
3 bedroom brick house. ALCOA
from MSU Kitchen and Three bedroom house in Carpet throughout, 2 SIDING or vinyl siding
laundry facilities $50. city. Lease and deposit bathes, large living and trim. Aluminum
Warehouse
required. Call 759-1503 if room and den. 2 car trim for brick houses.
month Call 759 4538.
Glover 753-1873.
interested.
Nu in
room
Storage Space
-garage with large stor Jack
Private furnished
Elmem's 1118It
room Call 489-2145 APPLIANCE SERone
students
age
men
for
For Rent'
Rent
VICE, KENMORE,
or 753-2493.
half block off campus. 35. Farms
*10 to '40 Off.
WHIRLPOOL and
kit 33 acre farm country
1-entrance,
753-475
Private
he troop
chen, air condition, home. 3 bedrooms, 7 Three bedroom brick WESTINGHOUSE. 20
kiss lists
utilities furnished. 5.410 buildings. 5.300 a month. house. Sell reasonable. years experience.
Rent
For
32. Apts.
Bobby Hopper, Bob's
29.95
per semester. 1626 A month advance rent. 3 Located near Coldwa
Appliance Service, 203 S
Extra large furnished 2 Hamilton. Call 753-1312 references. 753-5281 ter. 489 2818.
I.utile
bedroom upstairs or 753-8572.
5th. 753-4872 or 753-8886.
Ph... 753-3914
after 6pm.
49. Used Cars
will /krclaslise
apartment. Water furAlexander Septic Tat*
nished, central gas heat 34. Houses for Rent
V1 Price
2 door, Cleaning. Vacuum
Volvo.
1971
24. Miscellaneous
38. Pets-Supplies
and air. Couple
4-cylinder, air condi- cleaned from your
kits, Straw Bats, stint
preferred. $165. No pets. Available immediately,
Shepard
driveway. Industrial,
German
tion. 759-4645.
Re
Video
Zenith
1981
AKC
room,
5
bidags.
well insulated
cuts ail
s
champion
residential, or com78
with 5 tapes Call 753-1203.
puppies.
corder
WaBuick
Station
1973
si..22_
94a
efedrehouse
rate
tA15-udoer.croaRy
re
V'moo's
Extra nice 2 bedroom,
mercial. 21 hour
753 0727.
in 5 generations. Also gon. 5550. 759 1465.
Winters Store
unfurnished duplex in
petk guard dogs. Call 502 554- 1974 Ford Station Wa- service. Call 753-5933.
only.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
Couples
Westwood Subd. With
and
Olympic Pleas
nces. D. 2153.
CABINETS, bookcases,
gon. Drives good, new All your plumbing
patio, 'stove, $
Dachshund puppies. '11 inside. $575 or best air conditioning needs
753-7551.
music centers, etc. fireplace,
posit.
753-7113 •
refrigerator, dis
Also do carpentry, painReasonable. 436 2566.
weeks old. 2 females,
vites his friomis mod
9-9 Deify
'masher, disposal and Beautiful home 5 miles Wick. $45. No papers. offer. 153-9672.
, roof ting
now
bed4
Order
.
Firewood.
forum anteaters to
washerdryer hook-up. east of Murray.
I -6 Sous!
concrete. All
and
ing
2325.
171
wood
and burn seasoned
$765. month plus de- room, 3 bath, den,
come by sod soo him
work done to satisfaccentral heat and air, Male Cockerspaniel.
this winter. 436 2758
0
or
759-193
posit.
14. Want to Buy
tion. 753-2211.
or cell of 489-2551.
with heat pump. Re- months old with papers.
Firewood. Seasoned or 305-792-5565.
Asphalt driveways and
Barbells and weight unseasoned. $25. rick Extra nice 2 bedroom decorated Before 2p.m. 753-9274 after 5p.m.
parking lots sealed by
430p.m.
after
753-0858,
436-2744
exercise
Call
cycle,
bench,
delivered.
LEO'S GRAND
duplex with all ap- 753-8943.
For free
Sears.
Estate
rowing exerciser, box- after Spm.
Real
43.
pliances furnished in
OPENING,
call
753-2310.
estimates
all
,
racket
bedroom
3
equipment
ing
6. Help Wanted
Oak chiffarobe $75., Northwood. No pets. Beautiful
FREE
Automobile machanic
ball, racket. Heavy sunlamp $30., Selpac 753-0814.
electric home. Carport,
1977
Good money part-time. body punching bag,
Will do work on autoDIAMOND
utility room, all the
Buoyancy compensator
Sell handbags and ac- basket ball, goal, back with power inflator, CO2 Furnished or un
matic and all gasoline
extras. Unfurnished,
Ford
DRAWING.
furnished 1 bedroom
cessories. Call 502472- board. Call 759-4443.
engined trucks. All work
dump vale apartment in lakefront conveniently located
inflator,
Granacja
0062 after 4p.m. We Used boats, motors, and
pouch $75., Air Hockey house. Wood burning acruss from hospital.
GOLD-SILVER.
train.
guaranteed. Call 437
22
753-12
per month rent.
$275.
Ghia.
trailers. Complete or game 150. 436 2410.
stove. Panorama $200. deposit. No pets.
GEMS
1546.
HOMES FOR IJVN1C..
Neecril ladies to do sales separate. Up to $3000.
MN
V
SEASONED Shores. 436-2484 or 753Call 753-9829.
work. Not door to door. price range. Call 753Concrete block and
FIREWOOD. Mixed 7272.
$100.
to
up
Part-time
brick work. 20 years
house
Sale
bedroom
For
Fondest'
Three
Specials: Dammed
3672.
18''-24
ds
hardwoo
Furnished one bedroom
Good condition, experience. Free esper week and full time
$12-$21. Wier 1 chi
42 Acres
$27.50 a rick apartment near down- unfurnished. Close to
available.
up to $200 and up. For 15. Articles for Sale
. 489-2414.
$4.44. She dewy ria.
clean, good family timates. Call 753-5476.
delivered. Call John town Murray. Call 753- university
_
Near Kentucky
interview send name,
Fence sales at Sears
$6.011. Work dee* while
753-8536.
at
Boyer
house.
pickup
for
.
Three bedroom
4109 or 436-2841.
car.
Lake in the Ledbetaddress and phone Roll bar
now. Call Sears 753-2310
yea watch mid welt.
Box 375B truck. $35. Call 174-8015 Warm Morning gas _Nice_l bedroom apart- $175. or 2 bedroom
5
Rt.
number:
ter Church comfor _free_ estimate for
Kestrels 33% feed crystal
753Call
--6p.m.
$125.
after
1---year
frailer
stove.
heating
-1110
interNo
;
Ky.
Murray,
mint. carpeted
your needs.
munity is this
jewelry-decer. Net NaSeven piece chrome old. Call 753-0727.
pets. $125. per month EL
views on phone.
your lime hauling
of
For
ry, alt expeesive. Located
parcel
choice
9in.
$40.,
a
$25
set
dinette
Sale.
for
Wood
plus deposit required.
Part or full-lime prevlime spreading,
and
I Coleman Realty (rear)
t.v.,
.
or
white
and
acreage
489-2101
black
wooded
Call
Call
rick.
1602 Datsun St.
ious party plan derock, gravkl,
white
444 N. 120 753-1411.
in
used
be
Excan
489-2231.
753-6564.
1974 GMC Sprint.
Owner financing
monstrators. Company ACDC
Noon 111-S Tires.-Sat.; le
$1395. sand, coal' haiiring
condition.
cellent
in this area car or truck $70., 1970
expanding
at1
bedvery
furnished
available
Nice
call 753-4545 or see Roger
sod Oct Som. & Moe.
1803 Collett Farm
needs one manager and Chevrolet 1 door Impala 26. TV-Radio
room apartment. In2 story Cody
/
11
Hudson. Located 10
tractive terms.
436Road.
St.
2 demonstrators. No $100. No checks.
quire at 1005. 13th
miles east on Hwy 94.
,
753-1222
Ashley
Phone
2850.
$165,
Good
deCarlo.
sacking,
Monte
1976
packing,
One bedroom, kitchen,
Furniture Stripping and
Kopperud Realty
livering or returning to
condition. Call 753-0573.
wood heating snit.
bathroom, living room.
753-7499.
gs
t.
Furnishin
Home
lb.
investmen
collect. No
for directions anti -1977 Delta Royale. Repair. Call
$150. month. $100. deacres land.
2
General hauling. Lime, .
Call Betty,901-352-2234.
Citation.
1980
or
0.
details.
all
other
753-9251
Call
posit.
Almost new large chest-.
.
'
white rocic,.. rip rain
.Call 753-9400.
Part-time situatiOtT" freezer. 492-8761.
Lekeway Shower
753-5414.
'- For Sale
morter, sand, lumber,
helping with sales. Weak
1977 Delta 88 IOW- ties and machinery.
One bedroom furnished
±8:
Large
level hoesejfor mother. 3 days or
Smobile. $3000. or best Call 753-6626 after 6pm. 4
apartment. Hwy 121N.
25" color $39.95
Musical
ial
Commerc
mai
nights a week. Part- 22.
BR., fireplace
offer. 753-5573.
next to fairgrounds.
19" color, 13" colGuttering by Sears.
Olympic Pleas
Building
time $100. Full-time Peavey Sound System,
College boys preferred.
1979 Cutlass Supreme. Sears continuous gutstove.
wood
For
.
minimum
10 channel board, 2 or, 19" B/W
14K Geld- shim 16" $150.
8000 square foot
AM
Call 753 3139.
owner,
one
Local,
ters installed for your
interview send phone speakers with stands.
$125. Duplex
$12.95 -concrete block
FM 8 -track, 16,000 specifications. Call
One bedroom, $80. 2
number to P. 0. Box 753-5279 after 5:00
or
753-3909
miles. $5400.
bedroom, $100. Stove,
opt., 3 rooms and
14 K G.M Chains 11' 252, Murray, Ky.
building in like new
Sears 753-2310 for free
753-8084 after 6p.m. Ask estimate.
753-7575
refrigerator, and water
. Central
condition
$16.95
blocks
2
bath.
for Ken.
furnished at Lynn
K & K STUMP REMOheat and air,
Roofing Hearts $2.15 9. Situation Wanted
East of MSU.
Spinot-Consolo
Five foot tv regularly Grove. Phone 753-7874.
VAL. Do you need stumps
front
dock,
loading
Fro, Gold Gift With Experienced baby sitsell
bedroom
to
One or 2
$2000. Priced
Pismo
removed from your yard
3
with
Apt.
$150.
m
Have
showroo
home.
display
my
at
in
ting
rent
feet*
$850. Call days 753-0153, apartments for
Each $50.00
or land cleared of
rooms and bath. area, offices, and
references. Reasonable
nights 753-3222.
Embassy Apts. Call
1911 Grad Prbr, 17009
Wanted: Iespeasibie party
stumps? We can re753-3530 or 753-4331.
rates. 7514632'
actual miles.
to take ever kw meat*
move stumps up to 24
large warehouse
Newly decorated.
Om s.w.-9
27. Mobile Home Sales
1177 Waal Alerb VIhie
inches below the
Three room furnished
payments es sprint piano.
Will do babysitting,
753Phone
area.
- 753-7113
7534111111
°weer the Ni.. 1•._iL_
ground, leaving only
sitting with elderly
Caw be am locely. Write
1974 Country Squire apartment. 100 S. 6th St.
1222, Kopperud
sawdust and chips. Call
people, and also house
credit maaeger: P.O. Sex
trailer. 52x12, all elec- 247-1159.
Realty for all
for free estimates. Bob
We can (roll, and matte
cleaning. Available any
537 Sbelbyrile, 1.4. 16116
tric, kitchen,furnished. Two bedroom apartPUNDOSIS - _
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
details.
hours. 435-4402.
your at' pr,n's
ment for rent. Range,
$4000. Call 527 0962.
e',`“
Ohlsoobl
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
disor,
cleaning
refrigerat
do
house
oven,
Will
Mobile home 1975 14x70.
Car ter
evenings and weekelectric. hwasher, disposal,
bedroom,
3
&
Thermos
Ponies
Studio
washer and dryer Two bedroom_hoose.
ends. Have references.
753-6815.
Pontiac-Cada*
leseretwe L
ROOFING
Call 437-4975.
hookup, air, carpet. No Gas heat. 509 Windt St.
300 Mein
140610.1121;v-and
362-8063.
lease
Phone
year
Estate
Real
One
pets.
Home
SHINGL13
Rentals
Mobile
2.
'PUP
to
party
Mo
RoopionsI
-7534015
MS deposit required. Twst bedroom brick just
Soutisido Court
visso,•••• All work
toke op molests of
Trailer for rent. -I $225 per month. Call re -deco r.ated
gistir•oteest. Fre•
Morroy, koweicky
bedroom near Murray. 753-2622 or751 3865.
Ike now pion.
throughout. Utility,
Estismerass. Coll 7591979 Madra 626. 4
No pets. 489-2611.
753-4451
Two bedroom duplex garden area, large
an',
speed.
11.59 or 753-6501.
5
cylinder,
Trailer for rent See apartment. 1214 Peggy yard, New Providence
327Call
_
MOO
lompg
Brandon Dill at Dill's Ann, Murray. 492-8225.
community. Deposit
11962.
492Trailer Court.
P rofessional
Two bedroom duple!. References. Coll
'VIE PROPERTY ASSESSMENT BOOKS
8594
-fur_pagertangiog, painting,
bedroom
Two
SC
and
heat
Central
WILL BE OPEN 101 LISTING REAL
farm buildings, roe.
nished, watel and gar- o u t.Le t s f4_4
PIANO
$100. month plus Ntiasherdrvor. No Pots- 43. Real Estate
bage.
ti°4-11 -Sides, commercial of.1"erna
-1-948
ESTATE, PERSONAL TANGIBLE, AND INFOR SALE
pickup. Good condition. residential. Call
$50. deposit. 753-6534.
$195. month. 753-9741.
Nike Cant te Cowl
Mustsell. 753-9702 or Tremon Farris.
TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY BEGINWarted: Itasomesibie party
Two bedroom furnished One bedroom furnished
free
Everywhere
Doyen
753-1236.
sisal meal*
759-1987.
maws
to
This
EXTENTake
Hardin.
AND
in
home
1982,
4,
Y
mobile
11011
JANUAR
NING
lellable-Sarrice Sacs
apartment. Partial
1976 4-wheel drive and a T J CLEANS CHIMpaymeats 1111 spinet/ceasele
lease!
$25. a week. Call 527
pets.
had
Home...P
No
Coldwater
1112
paid.
utilities
Y.
pickup.
- 1976 Chevrolet
DING THROUGH FEBRUAR
plane. Can be see. Wally.
NEYS. Unclean chim7516.
$140. month. 753-9741.
Mornay, Kentucky 42471
No kidding, owner
Call 759-1843.
Write: (incled* plimee
ney is a dangerous
11N
(542)753He's
must sell.
amber) Cnet Marsoper,
J976 Ford Van com- chimney. Call collect
Anytime
THE BOOKS WILL BE OPEN FOR TAKING
been transferred
P.O. lea 521, lackmaryrro,
pletely customized. 247-2874.
118111105
L.
10E
Built-in 8-track,cassette Tree trimming and
ii 62211
from Murray to
APPLICATIONS FOR HOMESTEAD EXBroker
and CB. Has captains removal. Hedges and
leavHe's
Omaha.
Ucemaed & beaded
EMPTIONS • FOR HOMEOWNERS WHO
chairs, built-in shrubs. Firewood. 753ing behind an
cabinets, sink,
5476.
CONSOL
HAVE BECOME 65 OR WILL BE 65 YEARS
SPINET
e- -'p Cameo
assumable loan.
hem
and ice box. Eating
thmeso
Se.
11er
RWL1.1111
Wet basement? We
FOR
PIANO
-1082.
that
OF AGE DUR1110
table _sad- couch
-Poor guy!'...We've
basernin
______411010111111KWIlier
Wasted: Rowell*
makes-Into a bed._ in aka wet
ot every -cony
and lad- dry; work completel
rack
Luggage
$1.00
over
Cuts
Nair
NEW
to
party
Call or
CNA'
fidence this home
Power steering, guaranteed.
der.
organ
Shampoo, Shave on: Ifacet$1:75
will sell within the
power brakes, and air. wrila-t
PROPINTY VALUATION
Rt. 2 Nor Mr% Mr.
Three
wheels and new struction Co.
month.
Mag
Noon
Ow
ADMINISTRATOR
409 A Paducah, Ky. ,
tires.
radial
letter
Powers, Box 327,
white
with
ms
bedroo
Moo., Toes., Timers., M.,Sit
42001 or call day or
753-8076.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Commercial
Cerlyle, 1111661s
delightful decor,
night 1-442-7026.
II-12 - 153-3115
1980 CJ5 J41•13;----4--Ny1411-.Building For
2231.
beamed ceiling
Will sharpen hand saws,
der, 4 sped, 18,000 -chain
Rent
saws and skill
greatroom, prac-top.
canvas
miles,
saws. Call 753-4656.
Commercial
tical utility and
CI-IECK
TOOT!
$.5500. Call 527-0962.
LIP
LINE
ASK YOURSELF,
BUT
THE GENERAL
building at corner
fenced yard pro1980 Jeep CJ -7. 4 cylin15 TNE GENERAL
14E
Sycamore der, 4-speed, power
WANTS EVERY
4th
vides home for
Pout
SO STUPID 10
SAYS
Streets for steering, hardtop, rear Olin sortie, co.
MAN TO 1-1AYE
04/142
your family. Dial
TOOT
AT
A
rent.Ideal for office seat, 19,000- miles. 56.500. aliniin ail viml
-TOOT
A
753-1492 now.
castes Iris work.CHECK
?
CHECK
use or any retail 489-2689.
CNEC
HALFWAY TO
Worms. Call Will Ed
Phone
.
business
HEAVEN
53. Services Offered
753-1111.
Kopperud Realty
or maybe evenNeed work on your
for all the details.
closer
trees? Topping, prun55 Acres
Row cropping;
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call 55. Feed and Seed
For Sale
livestock or a comBOVER'S TREE
Lovely
bination of both E for Pro- Mixed hay, large round
SERVIC
acreagetract at the
tobacco barn,
fessional fro. care. bales. $15. per bale. Call
753-06/9 after 6pm.
edge of Murray, _ 753-8536.
milkhouse, farwith 35 acres within
rowing house, year
Murray city limits.
round spring-fed
Gymnastics Classes
THE APPLE TREE
Murray Gymnastic
SCHOOL provides
Center 753 0129
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older. 12. Insurance
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Insurance
Stadium View Dr 7539356.
I s you, hospitalization
insurance too high/
Won. bctter
NOTICE
color-rootColl Tony
/53
hiontg,,r1r,, y
7271Elinnett &
Ehmor Sheeler is mew
As soriot •
Murray
omployod with Stole
r;roup rot..
Auto Repair. No infor farmers

Mini

for

Kelley's Termite
It Pest Control

-4

-

.4

For
Sale

_

•

Asking $2,N1.
Call ISM after 5

FOR
RENT

•

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's

SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.

•

CLAYTONS

WANT&

NOTICE

\

CLAYTONS
753.7575

Realty -N.Used Trucks

vv.

•

HORN BUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

•

Mitsui

couripe

-

Wire

TOOT

I GOT MAD
AT MIKE
TODAY

HE meaner Ta.L.
TI-E TRUTH

creek runs through
the property into a
30-acre water shed

AND I NAANT
AN HONEST
RELATIONSHIP

-lake; Oh, yes,
ladies, there IS a
four bedroom

brick home
pampered by its
owners. What
more could you
ask? How 'about
financing you say?

We have that also
on this 293 acre
TRUE. HE TRIED
NO PALS
TO KILL POOR _
OF MINE.
MR.WONG cfireN
THAT
GANGSTER,

Googol°,
BLED ME
WHITE.

PRETTY TALA, YOU
DON'T HAVE TO LIE,
Ivo.STAY OUT
OF TH16.

MY PAPERS. BUT I ALREADY
HAVE.
‘,Ou HAVE
NO RIGHT -ro
READ THEM .

country estate.
Dial 753-1492 for
your personal
brochure on this
estate. After hours
dial 436-2166.

•

UNITA Ills. IEATIISC)
I 200 SY(aware
7.4•stok. Kentuck y 4207 1
(5021 753 1492

7--

Crop la r.\5)amber
and rc." coqg pasture.
A unique parcel of
land with a variety
of potential uses.
Phone Kopperup
Realty 753-1222 for
more information.

44. Lots for Sale
Approximately 4.4 acres
on corner of Penny road
and Spring Creek
Church road. Call 4892425.
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46. Homes for Sale
Nearing completion.
New 3 bedroom home on
Oakhill Drive. Priced in
30's. Call 753 3903.
One unit of duplex near
university. $17,500. Re
sellable, rental or re
tirement property. 753
26.19,.759 1074.
Retire near lake at Pine
Bluff Shores. Lead
simple life under
$70,000. 753 2649, 7591074.
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Ralston Purina Co. receives maximumfine

Mrs. Evenson Rushing rites
dies Sunday in chapel

LOUISVILLE, Ky. returned Dec. 30, charged were prepared to prove
•
AP) - U.S. District Ralston with one count of that the discharge of her,
Judge Charles M. Allen introducing a flammable ane; used in processing
Ralston Purina Co. and explosive material soybeans at Ralston's
fined
Services for Ray
Services for Mrs.
$62,500 after into the sewer system, .Louisville soybean exmaximum
a
Lillian Virginia Evenson Rushing were today at 11
guilty to a four- one count of failure to traction plant, resulted
pleaded
it
were today at 1 p.m. in a.m. in the chapel of Max count indictment stemm- report the release to the from company
the chapel of Roth Churchill Funeral Home.
ing from sewer explo- environment of a hazar- employees' continued
Funeral Home, Paducah. Dr. Jerrell White of- sions in Old Louisville.
dous substance to federal operation of a plant
The Rev. Paul Belt of- ficiated and Oneida White
authorities and two known to be malfunctionplea
its
entered
Ralston
was organist and soloist.
ficiated.
counts of discharging the ing.
Pallbearers were Clyde Monday and a spokesman industrial solvent hexane
Burial was to follow in
They said they also
"in
to
order
so
did
Hale, Willie Barnett, said it
Youngstown,Ohio.
into the Ohio River.
would
prove that there
and-costly
lengthy
curtail
Burkeen,
Ronald
James
Mrs. Evenson, 64,
James Reed, manager was inadequate
Paducah, died Sunday at-. Floyd Renfroe, James legal proceedings::
of corporate information maintenance of the plant
=Geurin and Otis Geurin.
Lourdes Hospital.
More than 6325 million
.for
Ralson in St. Louis, ,over a number of years,
Burial was in Elm
She is survived by her
in civil suits have been
Mo.,said in his statement and defective design of
mother, Polly J. Brown, Grove Cemetery.
ed against the company
died
Rt.
5,
65,
the discharge was the separation basin inRushing,
that
• Youngstown; seven.
result of the Feb. 13
a
as
tended to keep hexane out
daughters, Lynn Even- Sunday at 9:15 a.m. at blasts, which disrupted accidental.
of the sewer system.
County
Murray-Calloway
son, Murray, Virginia
Prior to sentencing,
the lives of thousands and
N Summers and Shirley Hospital. Born Feb. 1,- caused at least $18.4 U.S. Justice Department
The basin, built in 1947,
Sikora, Youngstown, 1916, in Calloway County, million in damage to attorneys Raymond W. was not updated by
Wanda McKinney, Knox, he was the son of the late public property.
Mushal and Ann P. Gailis Ralston despite subsePa., Rene Evenson, Eddie Rushing and Lucy
,
indictment
The federal
said federal prosecutors quent expansions of the
Bolder, Colo., and Ruth Pittman Rushing.
He is survived by two
Miramontez and Krista
Vallie Garrison,
sisters,
Overby,Paducah.
Five sisters survive Royal Oak, Mich., and
who are Ruth Hahlen, Mary Elliott, Mesa, Cal.
Lisbon, Ohio, Agnes McCormick, San Jose, Cal.,
NASHVILLE, Tenn. he. said, "and to get a
"If Memphis wants a
Martha Lepsik, Pulaski,
county
and
City
of
we
flexibility
degree
(AP)
bus
system or if KnoxPa., Mary McCutcheon,
officials, seeking don't presently have."
ville wants more pay for
Youngstown, and Betty
legislative support for a
its teachers they ought to
Zetts,Orlando,Fla.
Knox County Executive
package of local option
be able to do it without
Also surviving are 10
Services for Mrs. taxing measures, say the Dwight Kessell said, the Legislature saying
grandchildren and one
is
faced
Legislature
Eulala Wicker Barnett matter is more critical 24frhe
great-grandchild.
were today at 2 p.m. in this year because of the with cutbacks at the
Joe Sweat, assistant
the chapel of Max Chur- recession and federal federal level. We want to director of the Tennessee
•
be sure they don't pass
chill Funeral Home. Dr. budget cuts.
said
on to us without Municipal League,
these
Jerrell White and the
Eight Tennessee cities
alone
County
Davidson
Rev. R. J. Burpoe of- and counties were some means of coping."
would collect an extra $4
ficiated. Gus Robertson represented Monday in a
Alexander prefaced the million a year if the sales
, was soloist.
meeting with Gov. Lamar _ civic leaders' news con- tax maximum were raisServices for Mrs. Mary- Pallbearers were Glen Alexander to ask backbit-- ference by announcing --ed to $50 per item.
Virginia Futrell Calfe Johnston, Glen, Oliver, from lawmakers,• sthe his support for the local
Other priorities include
will be Wednesday at I Dale, Max and J. L. return le Abe
option tax package, most expanding the business
p.m. in: the- chapel of Barnett, brothers-in-law. Jan.IL
of which was considered tax to include doctors,
Gasch's Funeral Home, Burial was in Barnett- The officials say their and turned down by the lawyers, architects and
Hyattsville, .Md. Burial Cemetery.
--• lop priority is raising the- 1981 Legislature.
,other professionals,
will follow in a cemetery
Mrs. Barnett, 51, died cap on local sales tax- Alexander said giving authorizing a 1-cent local
there.
Sunday at 6:06 p.m. at from $7.50 per item to $50, local governments more option to the gasoline tax
Mrs. Calfe, 56,' died Murray-Calloway:County a proposal that would taxing authority will and authority to levy any
Sunday at 1:30 a.m. at a Hospital. She las a primarily affect large, result in greater control tax the Legislature can
hospital- there. She Was former employee of single-item purchases over local problems while levy except for the gas
the daughter of the late Fisher-Price Toys and a such as automobiles.
"not raising taxes one tax, payroll taxes and a
Brigham Futrell and member of Memorial
Knoxville Mayor Ran, cent."
few others.
Demus Allbritten Futrell Baptist Church.
dy Tyree sate- the • "These proposals will
All of those measures
of Calloway County.
Born Sept. 27, 1930, in measures are pail-4AV let people in the com- were considered last
Survivors include her Calloway County, she forts to contain the Castel
munity make more deci- year, but the only portion
husband, James Calfe, was the daughter of the government.
sions about what services lawmakers adopted was
and a son, Walter Calfe, .late Homer Wicker and
"It's important for us they want," Alexander an increase in the state
Hyattsville; stepmother, Mary Ann Darnell to coordinate the effort,"
gasoline tax.
said.
Stella Futrellindurray.
Wicker.
.
Also surviving are
She is survived by her
three sisters, Jean Lewis, husband, Lee Roy
Murray, Nell Gamble, Barnett, a son, Steve
House Springs Mo., and Barnett, granddaughter,
Ann Hawley, Mayfield; a Stephanie Barnett, and
brother, Albert B. two sisters, Qua va Wilson
Futrell, Jr., Fountain and Belene Johnston, all
Inn„ S. C.
of Murray.

extraction plant and of events occurred, inenactment of laws and cluding malfunctioning
regulations prohibiting equipment and freezing
discharge of flammable temperatures which led
and explosive materials to the spillinto public sewers, the
"When the company
p?osecutors said.
suspected that its solvent
They said as much as hexane may have seeped
18,000 gallons of the ex- into the sewer system, it
plosive solvent were lost called the Metropolitan
into the sewer, "only a Sewer District, which insmall fraction of which vestigated and found no
would have been required evidence of any hazarto cause the expllsions dous substance. Shortly
and damage which oc-- thereafter, the explosions
curred on Feb. 13.
occurred."
The Ralston statement
U.S. Attorney Ronald
noted that "consolidated
Meredith said that if
E.
civil proceedings seeking
explosions, which
the
comthe
from
damages
blocks of
cratered
pany are still pending."
occurred
had
streets,
Feb.
of
night
the
"On
12, 1981, and the following later in the morning,
morning, during a plant many persons might have
startup attempt, e, series been killed or seriously

'

••••

injured.
The blasts came about
4 a.m., while the streets
were empty, and there
were no fatalities or
serious injuries. -

•

-

Mushal said last week's
indictment ended the
federal investigation of
the sewer explosions.
Ralston has dismantled
its soybean-processing
plant, and has said it will
remain closed indefinitely while changes and improvements are made.

•

•

41.
•

A Ralston proteinprocessing plant in
Louisville, which does not
use hexane, was reopened last April with the permission of the
Metropolitan Sewer
District.

---

Recession increases importance
oflocal option taxes, officials

Mrs. Barnett's
rites today

Colfe
dies; rites
J.chapel

•

Sweat said his group
will encounter the same
obstacles this year as
they did in 1981 in gaining
support for local option
taxing authority.
"This year there's
more of a crisis atmosphere," he said.
"Also, if these measures
don't become law, it's the
property tax that will go
up. That's not a ruralurban issue."
Alexander, Tyree,
Kessell and Sweat were
joined in the discussion at
the governor's office by
Herb Bingham, executive
director of the TML; Bob
Lankford, representing
Nashville Mayor Richard
Fulton; John Franklin,
vice mayor of Chattanooga; Dickson Mayor
Dan Buckner; Shelby
County Mayor Bill Morris; Dalton Roberts,
Hamilton County executive, and Jim
Westbrook of Weakley
County.

•

•

•

And More

STOREWIDE
MIN King's Den
753-0550

MANNA TTEN SEDGEFIELD JORDACHE

Del Mar muliversary

ecorate Nay
Off D----

.Despitetrend,lig co
demandiiiengthened
DETROIT (AP) Despite years of talk
about the auto industry's
move toward smaller
cars, the only Ford ,Motor
Co. factory building cars
this week is turning out
full-sized, luxury models.
While Ford's 18 other
assembly plants in North
America are closed to e
reduce inventories
spawned by a sales
slump, the plant in suburban Wixom keeps
building Continentals,
Lincolns and Mark VIs to
meet a strenghtening
consumer demand for big
cars
"We have seen a strong
surge in the large and
luxury car segments4 of
the car market, J.E. Cappy, general marketing
manager of Ford's
Lincoln-Mercury division, said Monday.
"Those cars have
reflected a great strength
right through the model
year."
happening at other
automakers, too. At the
end of November, fullsized and luxury models
generally were in
shortest supply while the
manufacturers had huge
backlogs of many compactsand subcompacts.

Hog market
Vederal-State Market News Service
January 5, 1922
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report lacludes6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 131 Est 800 Barrows & Guts
25-44 haglser Sows 1.1114 54 higher
241 25-41.5
U51421424411*
$40 75-41.25
US 2116250 lbs
$31 75-4075
US 24154-274 lba
Sows
'$120134.110
US 14 2711-254 lbs
$13 4-36.54
US 143M1-450 lbs
$36.56411.411
US 14 45114.0111bs
..$461$4164 few 42.10
US 1-350451 lbs
.232.4-34.111
US 2-331640 lbs
Roars $4 0179 in

Designer Joins
From
$8.00 to $1 2.50
Aten's•Women's-Jrs.
111 E. Poplar
Open Every Day

Ward's Automotive
e- Tndustry
Reports, a
24 compact
listed
journal,
and subcompact models,
of which 15 had inventories of 90 days or more
on Nov. 30. Only three
were in shorter than 60days' supply.
Automakers generally
prefer..te...lieeP a 60-day
supply of cars on hand.
• Of 18 full-sized and luxury car lines, only three
had backlogs of more
than 90 days and eight
had inventories of fewer
than 60 days.
"One theory is only the
affluent can buy cars
right now," said David
Healy, an analyst for
Drexel Burnham
-Lambert in New York.
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Stock market
Indwalesal Average
Apr Products
,
American Motors
Ashland
Amenean Telephone
Chrysler
Ford
GAF
General Dynamics
General Mators.• •
CA-aid tire
CoodOck

e•

Charge It!
jasy_ Terms
urry Limited Offer

oven Woods

iv*

Bel Air Ctr.

Murray

JEWELERS

Sale Ever.
Del Mar's Anniversary Sale... Our Grandest
Designer Window Coverings. Choose from the
Help us celebrate and well give you up to 50% off our Shades, the warmth of 1" Wood Blinds, or stylish
Softlight
of
richness of Woven Woods, the sheer elegance
Mini Blinds in a brilliant spectrum of colors

mar

Mon.-Fri.
7-5

OUR GIGANTIC
JANUARY STOREWIDE
CLEARANCE SALE iS
STILL IN PROGRESS
SAVINGS UP TO 75 c'o OFF
SETTLE-WORMAY

WWI)ad you covered Amoilca

BLACK

- -

r

Decorating Center
Murray, Ky.

Downtown Across From
The Bank Of Murray
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